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BOOSEY & HAWKE S 
LATEST REPRINTS! 
B.B.J. 765 
TSCHAIKOWSKY 
SELECTION FROM send New Year Greetings to Bandsmen everywhere 
and wish them evel)' success CAP RICCIO I TALIEN 
(Arr. DEN I S  WRIGHT) 
B.B. Set 1 2/6 net 1n IT'S A FACT • • • 
1955 pt::= 
i ' 
Over 30,000 NEW INSTRUMENTS, including world- * 
famous F.V.A. Cornets, "Imperial " Baritones, Euphoniums 
and Basses, and "Imperial " Medium/Large Bore Trombones 
B.B.J. 753 
WAGNER 
WERE MANUFACTURED 
AT OUR EDGWARE WORKS IN 1954 
Send for current price list o( Band Instruments and ask for particulars 
o( part exchanges and easy terms for single instruments or sets. 
N IBELU NGE N MA RCH 
ON THEMES FROM 
DIE RING DES NIBELUNGEN 
(Arr. G REGOR J. G RANT) 
B.B. Set 8/- net 
Postage extra 
Send for free specimen solo cornet copies now :-
BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD., 295 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1. LANGHAM 2060 
BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD., Band Dept., Instrument Division, FREDERICK CLOSE, STANHOPE PLACE, LONDON, W.2. PADDINGTON 3091/4 
m� 
Foo•· Grand Nn
mbe1·s ' �� 
for gonr progr
a1nrnes. �� 
DY �� 2nd BBAPS�PIRITUALS ��� ON NEGRO 61_ Extra parts 6d. 
By ERIC BAL
L. Set 10/-. Score 
. 
�� 
CB�'r� c1r��!��!2���t�; %����re Sf-. Extra parts 7d. ���� 
send Sincere Greetings and Wishes 
(D.H. Nationa . B. EECHFIELD CAR . L Overture by P. n1 for a Happy and Successful New Year 
•S" •DE B Band parts 101- ��� c.!' Ui' 0 STANLEY, arr. Bram Gay. rass �� 
Trio for Cornets by �J each. �� ��.il� 
per set. Extra parts 
. 
TRIPLICATE �� MBONms IN Brass Band ��: TBO D NLEY arr. Alex Mortimer. �'S»\  b LEO STA ' ,.,.;�iv 
to their mao/ friends in the Band World 
-wherever they fill!)' be I 
Trio for Trombon��tr� parts 6d. each. �f'C!l>"I 
parts 8/- per set. Send for them today ��� l_: _____ _:�;;.;,;�------- �������.�t�;������� . ���������-������ �� .,.�-"'Oji.��-.,;.  .,.k,,�� .,,.�- ;:y..�� ""'�� p)it.l{!j 
BESSON & co . LTD., 1 5 WES T STREET , LONDON , W .C.2 
'f o All Our Friends • 
GOOD LUCK AND BEST WISHES FOR A HAPPY 
AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR 
BUT DON'T TRUST TO LUCK WITH YOUR 
INSTRUMENT SUPPLIES AND REPAIRS 
E.STABLISHE.D 1862 
OUR ONLY ADDRESS: 
43 
Tel. : BLACKFRIARS 5530 
SALFORD3 
CHAPEL STREET MANCHESTER 
��sEASON�s GREETINGS�� 
TO ALL BANDSMEN 
from 
ltt)iTERS 
,...,, 
DARRISO� LTD. 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MAKERS 
-A�207-215 GT. JACKSON ST., MANCHESTER, 15 
Phone CENtral 3639 
Nowhere is there Value like OUR Value I 
NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION 
With special foreword by Frank Wright, .
Esq., 
Professor Guildhall School of Music, and eminent 
Adjudicator. 
f:?ess.o.n_ 
CORNET- TUTOR TRUMPET 
By S. V. Balfour 16/8 (plus 9d. postage) 
Send for it NOW I 
BESSON, 1 5  West Street, London, W.C.2. 
Band Teachers, Adjudicators and SoloisU 
WALTER B. HARGREAVES 
Professor of Cornet 
(Royal Marines School of Music) 
CONDUCTOR AND ADJUDICATOR, 
34 VICTORIA ROAD, 
DEAL - KENT. 
N O E L  TH O R P E  
SOLO CORNET, BAND TEACHER AND 
ADJUDICATOR 
18 TENNYSON A VENUE, 
BLACKHALL COLLIERY, WEST HARTLEPOOL, 
Co. DURHAM. 
GEO. HAWKINS 
(Band Teacher) 
13, HOBSICK, BRINSLEY, NOTTS. 
Teacher of Theory and Harmony by !>08t 
JOHN FAULDS, M.B.E. 
BAND TEACHER ..&.ND ADJUDICATOR 
44 KENNEDY ORESCENT, KIRKCALDY, 
FIFE 
HAROLD LAYCOCK 
PUPILS PRIVATE OR POSTAL 
BAND 'rEACHER ..&.ND ADJUDIICATQB 
23 LOWSON TERRACE 
FORFAR, ANGUS 
DAVID ASPINALL 
Musical Director, Ransome & Matles Worke' Bacd 
(Late Oooduotor. C'rtlllWell O>U!ery and Frb.:y B:.w8" 
Bands) 
BAND TEACHER, BAND ..&.ND CIIORAL 
CO'NTEST ADJUDICATOR 
"PRIORY VIEW," 14 FRIARY ROAD� 
NEW ARK-ON-TRENT, NOTTS. 
Tftl.1 Newarlc 456·7·8·9 
S. S .  H .  ILIFFE 
BAND TEACHER ..&.ND ADJUDICATOR 
10 NUTFIELD ROAD. LEICESTER 
W. WOOD 
CONDUCTOR ..&.ND TEACHER 
Young Bands a Si;>ecia.Jity 
6 COLBECK STREET, HAN·SON LANE, 
HALIFAX, YORKS . 
H. MUDDIMAN 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"ASHBURN," .ALLOA 
J .  B O D D I C E  
BAND TEACHER ..&.ND ADJUDICATOR 
13 LAKE ROAD, WOODLANDS, 
DONCASTER. 
HAROLD BARKER 
(Musical Director. Late Creswell Colliery) 
BAND TEACHER · A�D ADJUDICATOR 
"SOMERVILLE," ECKINGTON 
SHEFFIELD 
Phone : Eckington 273. 
Lieut. JOHN FLETCHER 
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCTOR _j,ND 
ADJUDICATOR 
Brass - Military - Orchestra 
7 COMMON LANE, SOUTHOWRAM, 
HALIFAX, Yor.ks. 
HAROLD MOSS 
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M. !Bandm.a8ierabi1t) 
Musial Diroo�r. uyl.and Motora BM>d 
TEACHER ..&.ND ADJUDICATOR 
!Coach !or DiDlorna Eums .. eie .• by poet) 
Sucee<lllee in various Grades ol the B. C.M. 
l.f.xAmin&tions includinir Bandmastenmt. 
56 SANDY LANE, LEYLAND 
. Nr. PRESTON, LANCS. 
Dr. DENIS WRIGHT 
CONDUCTOR, ADJUDICATOR & 
LECTURER 
28 BRICKWALL LANE, RUISLIP, 
MIDDLESEX. 
'Phone : Ruislip 2463. 
DRAKE RIMMER 
BAND TEACHER ..&.ND ADJUDICATOR 
"MIRELLA," MILTON ROAD, 
KIRKCALDY 
1'11oMl KIRKCALDY 114 
JOHN BALDWIN 
LG.l.M., B.B.O.M. 
BAND TEACHER & ADJUDICATOR 
ASPER STREET, NETHERFIELD, 
NOTTINGHAM. 
'Phone : 58704. 
2 WRIGHT & ROUND'S BRASS BAND NEWS. lst JANUARY, 1955. 
Band Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloists 
W. S. BOND 
MINOR ADVERTISEMENTS 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJL'DICATOR 
85 PORTIA STREET, 
ASHINGTON, NORTHUMBERLAND 
20 words 5/-. 2/· for each additional 10 words. Remittances must accompany adve ...  
t:isement, and· reach ua by the 24th of the month. For Box addreH at our Office count six 
words, and add 6d. for forwardina of replies. Thl1 rate does not apply to Trade Adverts. 
HERBERT SUTCLIFFE 
Musical Director 
( VlCKERS-ARMSTRONGB Ll1UTBD) 
BARROW SHIPYARD SILVER BAND 
BAND TEACHER AND A.DJUDIOATOR 
41 CEDAR ROAD 
BARROW-IN -FURNESS 
HERBERT BROOKES, the celebrated Cornettist 
(late ot Wingates) is now open for engagements 
as Soloist, Teacher, or Adjudicator.-the Library 
Parriu Lane, Winton, Manthester. 
THE ALEXANDER OWEN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
FUND. Full details regarding Examinations can be 
obtained from the Secretary, Mr. J. BUTLER, 29 Levens 
Street, Maston, Manchester, 10. 
BAND of the ARGYLL & SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDERS requires players, and Boys, 15-17. Apply BAND-
MASTER , STIRLING CASTLE, STIRLING. (2) 
GEORGE THOMPSON N ORTH WESTERN AREA BRASS BANDS' ASSOCI-ATION, District 6. Wigan; Warrington; St. Helens; 
B.B.C.M., L.G.S.M. Leigh, etc., SLOW MELODY Al\D QUARTETTE CONTEST 
BAND TEACHER AND A nJUDICATOR 
0
0
n
1
Febr}1darydi� Gth, 1955, at St. Mary's Hall, Wigan. Members ........... n y. '' JU ·cator: Mr. E. C. BUTTRESS. 
Asaociate©. Teacher to the Bandsman's · 
College of Music BESSON, 181 NEW STANDARD, CORNET, as new £30; HAWKES, CORKET, Class A, £10-10; Eh BASS, brass, 
c/o JOHN WHITE FOOTWEAR BAND, £9-10. No Offers. 105 Padholme Road, Peterborough. 
HIGHAM FERRARS, NORTHANTS. 
Phone Rushden 2236 
HARRY MORT11\1ER 
BAND TRAINER AND ADJUDICATOR 
Office Address: 
Cfo. B.B.C., LONDON, W.L Tel. Museum 1633 
Private Address : 
3 AVIS COURT, 50 LADBROKE GROVE, 
KENSINGTON, LONDON, W.11 
Tel. Bayswater 1129. 
CLIFTON JONES 
BOOSEY CORN.ET, S.P.,,Case,£16. HAYYl<�S S�PRA1:10, S.P., Case, £l4. J.H,OW:'\! CORNEI, S.P., Case, £11. 
BESSON HORN, S.P., Case, £28. SMALL SET suit Junior 
band, comprising 4 Cornets, � llorns, 2 Trombones, l Euph.1 
1 Eb Bass, 1 Medium Bass. All Silver Plated and in good 
condition, .CllO. Another comprising 3 Cornets, 1 Horn, 
2 Trombones, l Euph., 1 Eb Bass, £75. I am prepared to buy 
your spare instruments. Sf'.nd them to tnf'. Cash waiting. 
MAITHE\VS, 23 Cliveden Avt>nue, Perry Barr, BinninghanL. 
Birchfields 4112. 
MOUNT ISA MINES LTD. COMPETENT BANDSMEN 
(Single) of proven ability in First Grade arc required 
for the Mount Isa Silver Band, Moullt Isa, Queensland, 
A.ustralia. Employment will be provided at award rates of 
A£12 5s. 5d. per week 1nini1nu1n (plus variable lead bonus of 
about A£7 per week), for the successful applicants, who must 
be capable of passing a rnedical examination of insurance 
standards. Applications, stating full details of musical ex· 
BAND 'TEACHER perience, should be addressed to THE SECRETARY, MOU:'\!T CORNET SOLOIST, l ISA MINES, LIMITED, Adelaide House, King Williau1 
.A.ND ADJUDICATOR Street, London, E.C.4, from whom further details may be 
�RIVATE PUPILS obtained. 
142 BURNLEY ROAD, BA CUP• LA.NCI:). 
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Phone: BACUP 200 j returning to Northern Ireland from overseas, has 
vacancies for CORNET players. Other instrun1ents con­
jltjone: 
REG . LITTLE 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR, 
Rhyl Urban District Council 
BETTWS PRIVATE HOTEL 
KINMEL BAY, N. WALES 
R tf\< L ilil7. 
TOM F. ATKINSON 
Brass Instrumental Teacher, City of Leeds 
anJ. City of Bradford Education Authorities 
BAND TEACHER & ADJUDICATOR. 
44 CROSSLEY STREET, GREAT HORTON, 
Tel., Brad-5ord 71788. BRADFORD, YoRKS. 
FRANK BRAITHWAITE 
(Musical Director, Gomersal Mills Band) , 
Late of Foden's and Horwich R.M.J. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
12 .l\tOUNT STREET CowLERSLEY, 
Near HUDDERSFIELD. 
Phone : Milnsbri<lge 508. 
ALBERT E. BADRICK 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
65 EAGLE ROAD, BUCKHAVEN, 
FIFE, SCOTLAND. 
R .  H. PENROSE 
Consultant and Tutor (Band Dept.) Devon 
County Education Authority 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
" Exponent of Tone " 
(Over 35 years' successful tuition) 
45 MAGDALEN ROAD, EXETER 
HARRY RYDER 
L.T.C.L., B.B.C.M. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
Associated' Teacher to the Bandsman's College 
of Music. 
Teacher of Theory and Harmony. 
Personal and Postal Lesso�s 
Terms: "ROSEYIEDE," 614 MOOR ROAD, 
BESTWOOD, NOTTS. 
ALFRED ASHPOLE 
F.T.C.L., A.R.C.M., L.Mus.T.C.L., B.B.C.M. 
BAND, VOCAL AND CHORAL TEACHER 
CONDUCTOR COMPOSER AND 
ADJUDICATOR 
Author of "Viva Voce Questions" for Brass , 
lfand Examination Candidates 
IUSOciated Teacher to the Bandsman's College 
of Music 
Compo•itions revised aud scored if , P,esired 
Special Arrangements scored for ba�d• 
Specialist Coach for all Band Diplomat 
Successes inclooe A.B.C.M. and B.B.C.M. 
BISHOP'S STORTFORlj. HERTS. 
Tai, 381 
FRANK WRIGHT 
F.G.8.M., L.R.S.M. 
ADJUDICATOR, ARRANGER 
COMPOSER, CONDUCT�&. 
.A.ddre.ss­
BC:M:/BATON, LONDON, W.C.l. 
J. W. REED 
BAND TEACHER - CORNET SOLOIS3' -
ADJUDICATOR. 
(Late St. 
Arranging, 
Hildas, Brighouse & Rastrick, 
Luton.) 
Scoring, Copying, Conc�rts, 
Broadcasts, Contests. 
180 WELLESLEY ROAD, 
ILFORD, ESSEX. 
WILLIAM RUSHWORTH 
Condu,ctor, Teacher and Adjudicator 
92 BELLAMY DRIVE, 
ST ANMORE, MIDDX. 
Tel., Wordsworth 2911. 
ENO CH JACKSON 
l..G.S.M , 
PriJ\cipal Trumpet-&ot.tish Nat.lonal Orchestra 
BAND TEACHER, ADJUDICATOR 
AND SOLOIST 
FAB.K GATE HOTEL, 1-3 PARK GATE 
GLASGOW C.3 
Tel: DOUGLAS 0810 
sidered. Apply in first instance to : THE BANDMASTER, 
ROYAL IRISH FUSILIERS, Gough Barracks, Armagh. 
STAFF BAND-ROYAL ARMY ORDNANCE CORPS has 
vacancies for SOLO CLARINET, Fl'tENCH HORN, 
CORNET, EUPHONIUM and STRING PLAYERS-also 
BOYS 15-17!. Permanent station U.K Musical duties only. 
Applications to: DIRECTOR OF MUSIC, R.A.0.C., North 
Frith Barracks, Blackdown, Hants. (4) 
DOBCROSS PRIZE BAND-SLOW MELODY CONTEST 
in the Platt Lane School, Uobcross, nr. Oldham, on 
Saturday, February 5th, 1955. Draw at 2 p.m. Commence 
2-30 p.m. Adjudicators: S. Whiteman (Juniors); ]. Yar­
wood (Open). Test-piece "Own Choice." Junior Section (und. 
lG yrs.)-lst prize, £1-1-0; 2nd, 10/6; �rd, 7/f>; 4th, 5/· 
(Entrance Fee, 1/6) Open Section: lsl prize, £3-3-0; 2nd, 
£t-�-O; 3rd, £] .J-0. (Entranr.e Fee, 2/G). Special Pri7e of 10/· 
for Best Bass or G Trombone. All enlries (accon1pauied by 
entrance fees) to be sent to A. WILLIAMS, :l2n Huddersfield 
Road, Dobcross, nr. Oldham. Light refresh1nents at reasou­
able charges. 
fland Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloists 
J .  A. HUGHES 
BAND TEACHER and CONDUCTOR 
39 BELMONT A VENUE 
RIBBLETON, PRESTON 
ALWYN G. LLOYD 
Musical Director 
Fishponds (Bristol) British Legion Band 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
23 PARNALL ROAD, FISHPONDS, BRISTOL 
Tel. : Bristol 54280 
BRASS, 
JOSEPH HOLMES 
TROMBONE 
MILITARY, 
PRIVATE 
SOLOIST 
AND ORCHESTRA 
PUPILS 
19 BOROUGH AVENUE, PENDLEBURY, 
NEAR MANCHESTER 
CECIL PEA CO CK 
TEACHER, CONDUCTOR & AnJUDICA'.1'€lR. 
Brass Instrument Teacher to the D11rham 
: : Education Authorities. : : 
6 CHARLES STREET, EASlNGTON 
COLLIERY, Co. DURHAM. 
HARRY HEYES 
CONDUCTOR. BAND TRAINER, AND 
ADJUDICATOR. 
Address : 797 ALUM ROCK ROAD, 
WARD END, BIRMINGHAM, 8. 
Phone : BIRMINGHAM, EAST 3210 
CYRIL I .  YORATH· 
e.a.c.M. 
a..ooiated T&&cller to the Bandsmen's Oollue ot Muaic. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
49 CLIVE ROAD, ENFIELD 
MIDDLESEX 
E .  J. HARTSHORN 
A.L.C .M., A.M_ps,v.c.M. 
PUPILS PREPARED FOR B.B.C.M. THEORY AND PRACTICAL. 
POSTAL PUPILS OR ADJUDICATOR 
Terms: THE WILLOWS, ANNSCROFT, 
NR. SHREWSBURY. 
DAN HODGSON 
BRASS BAND JUDGE 
' Lifetime's experience with the best 
bands in England. 
17 HOWC;ROFT STREET, 
BOLTON. 
HORACE GREY 
C.B.A. 
(Late Famous St. Hilda's) 
Open to teach and coach for Concerts 
or Contests. 
Fifty years' experience in all branches of 
the Musical Profession. 
POST OFFICE, CHARLESTOWN 
WEYMOUTH, DORSET. 
R SMITH, Solo Comet, Brass Band J'rainer and Adjudicator, • is open to teach' or judge anywhere. Terms:­
"Beaumont," Scarborough Road, Muston, Filey, Yorks. THE BANDSMAN'S COLLEGE OF MUSIC.-All inquiries 
should be made to the Secretary; Mr. HARRY RYDER, .::._�osemede," 614 Moor Road, Bestwood, Notts. FIRST CLASS MILITARY BAND has vacancies for lsT and 
2Nn CORNET PLAYERS, also BOYS (all instruments, 
or keen lads with no musical experience). Regular Bandsmen 
preferred, but National Servicemen of good standard accepted. 
Good opportunities for advancement. Good engagement season. 
Apply BANDMASTER, lST BN. THE KING'S ROYAL 
RIFLE CORPS., B.A.0.R. 16. YOU MUST Tl°{Y "GREEN ISLE." Quartet for 2 Comets, 
Hom (or Barit.) and Euj>h., Full Score and Parts 41-; 
My "VIVA VOC8" books, 5/3 post free.-ALFRED ASH­
POLE, Bishop's Stortford, Hcrts. 
ARRANGJNG. - COMPOSITIONS HARMONISED SCORED, REVISED for publication. Piano Parts 
transposed. First-class work. - CHAS. A. COOPER, Jn 
Columbia Street, Huthwaite, Notts. 
R IST'S CABLE WORKS BAND, Newcastle-under-Lyme, Staffs. President, D. A. V. Rist, Esq. The ANNUAL 
SLOW :IIBLODY AND QUARTETTE CONTEST will be held 
in the Concert Hall and Staff Canteen on Saturday, February 
26tb, 1955. QUARTETTE CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE 
MIDLANDS AND NORTH OF ENGLAND. lst Prize, Rist's 
Challenge Shield and Mayers & Harrison Trophy, with Cash 
£15 15s. Od. 2nd Prize, £10 10s. Od. Srd Prize, £5 5s. Od. 4th 
Prize £2 2s. Od. Rntrance Fee 10/-. OPEN SOLOS: J. W. 
Cartwright Trophy and Cash £3. 2nd Prize, £1 10s. Od. Srd 
Prize 15/-. Trophy for Best Bass. Entrance Fee 2/G. JUNIOR 
SOLOS : lst Prize, Trophy and Cash £1 10s. Od. 2nd Prize, 
15s. Od. Srd Prize, 7s. 6d. Entrance Fee ls. 6d. Adjudicators: 
T. F. Atkinson, Esq., Bradford, Yorks. (Open Solos and 
Quartettes); H. Goodier, Esq., Musical Director Rist's Works 
Band (.Junior Solos). Good facilities for rehearsals, coaches, 
cars, etc. Dinners, Teas and Refreshments. Stewards in 
attendance. A good welcome to all competitors, old and new 
and their friends to Rist's Annual Contest. Book the Date, 
February 26th, 1955. Entry Forms and particulars from 
C. V. Gennery, Contest Secretary, Rist's Cable Works Band, 
l\ewcastle, Staffs. Phone 69212. (1) 
W OULD ANY BAND who wish to take a \oVhit Friday booking please send irr their estimates to n1e as early as 
possible-W. E. ASHWORTH, 40 Lower Sherriff St., Rochdale. 
THE SOLOIST'S 
COMPANION 
Containing 
16 Complete Solo Cornet (Conductor) 
Copies of 
Celebrated Cornet Solos and Duets 
CONTENTS 
My Old Kentucky 
Home 
Hailstorm 
La BeUe Americaine 
Pretty Jane 
Hypatia 
Merry Go Round 
Birds of Paradise 
Scenes That Are 
Brightest 
Price 
Bravura 
Jack in the Box 
Forest Warblers 
(Duet) 
Wiederkehr 
Playmates (Duet) 
Fleur de Lis 
Two Comrades 
(Duet) 
Arizona Belle 
Post Free 
WRIGHT & ROUND 
34 Erskine Street, Liverpool, 
STILL THE BEST TUTOR 
FOR VALVE INSTRUMENTS 
THE COMPLETE METHOD 
For Cornet, Horn, Euphonium, 
Baritone and Bombardon 
Containing 64 pages of Complete Scales, Exercises and 
Studies by the following celebrated Teachers, Composers 
and Artistes :-John Hartmann, W. Rimmer, A. Owen, 
F. Durham, G. F. Sirkenshaw, W. Paris Chambers, J. S. 
Cox, F. Brani:e. W. Weide, and T. H. Rollinson. 
Includes an exhaustive table of all the graces which 
occur in the works of the Great Masters. with the 
reading of .same as exemplified by celebrated artistes. 
PRICE 8/ 6 POST FREE 
WRIGHT & ROUND, 34. Erskine St., LIVERPOOL 6 
FULL 
SCORES 
OF 1955 
LIVERPOOL 
JOU.RNAL 
* For the benefit of Bandmasters who wish to 
teach quickly and rhoroughly, we have prepared 
FULL SCORES for the following pieces :-
" L'Africaine" 
" Rigoletto " 
. - - - - 7� 
· - • - - 1 !-
" Moments with Mozart " - - 7 !-
"The Joy of Youth" - • • - 7 !-
These will be the Contest Pieces for 1955. 
We are pleased to announce that these Scores are 
produced excellently. As regards clearness and style 
they are equal to pre-war productions. 
WRIGHT & ROUND 
34 Erskine Street, Liverpool 6 
NOW READY 
The 1955 Joy Book 
contain ing com plete solo cornet parts of 
al l  pieces i n  the 
1955 LIVERPOOL JOURNAL 
together with synopses of the four contest 
pieces 
Price 2/6 post free 
WRIGHT & ROUND, 34 Erskine St. Livupool 6 
FURTHER 
SENSATIONAL� 
TILL CLEARED - 0 
LIMITED QUANTITY � 
EX-POLICE / 
OVERCOATS PART w���o��.��N GOOD 
Only £4 Each IMPORTANT: When writing for details and samples, state quantity and sizes required. 
ARMY & NAVY SUPPLY STORES 
Designers and Makers of Attractive Uniforms = 
153 PRAED STREET, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2 
_ Telephone: PADdington 2066/67. Telegrams: "Cash," Paddington 2066, London = 
ALEX. OWEN MEMORIAL FUND 
FIRST ANNUAL OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP 
QUARTET CONTEST 
SUNDAY, MARCH 6th, 1955. Commencing 3 p.m. 
at the 
CLAYTON ANILINE CANTEEN, MANCHESTER 
PRIZES: 
1st-£25 and Championship Trophy ; 2nd-£15 ; 
3rd-£10. Special award for best Northern Quartet. 
Adjudicator: T. ). POWELL Admission, 2/6 
Entry forms and tickets obtainable from : J. BUTLER, 
Hon. Sec., 29 Levens Street, Manchester, 10. 
"The Trombonist" 
Twenty-five new and original solos 
for Tenor Trombone, with 
i nstructions on the playing of same 
By W. RIMMER 
A Splendid Book for Home Practice 
This book has been adopted by the Bandsman's 
Colle�e ol Music tor their Examinations. 
Price Post Free 
WRIGHT & ROUND 
34 Erskine Street, Liverpool, 6 
NOW RE-PRINTED 
The Second Set of Sacred Series 
Containing : 
57 FAVOURITE SACRED SONGS, SOLOS, 
ANTHEMS, CHORUSES, CAROLS, 
HYMNS, Etc. 
Ready for immediate use, bound and 
numbered in uniform order. 
Price I /3 per book 
WRIGHT & ROUND, 34 Erskine St., Liverpool, 6 
I M P O R T A N T  N O T I C E  
Messrs. WRIGHT & ROUND desire to 
bring to the notice of all subscribers to 
the LIVERPOOL BRASS & MILITARY 
BAND JOURNAL and TO ALL 
llliHlllllllll!llllllllllllllllllll,1.11111111�111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111� 
THEIR CUSTOMERS AND FRIENDS 
EVERYWHERE the fact that AS FROM 
THE FIRST JANUARY 1955 they have 
been admitted to membership of THE 
PERFORMING RIGHT SOCIETY 
LIMITED, and accordingly the PER­
FORMING RIGHT in all the copyright 
works published by them and contained 
in any of their past or future catalogues 
will be VESTED IN AND CON­
TROLLED BY THE SOCIETY or by its 
affiliated societies in other countries. 
I 
NOW IN STOCK! 
Tlie 
Brass Ba1id Primer -
First Instructions for Brass Bands 
The best work obtainable for the first 
efforts of beginners i n  new bands, or the 
learners in old-established bands. 
Thousands of bands have been started on 
the " Primer " and it is as good and use· 
ful to-day as when first published over 
50 years ago. 
Contains : Scales for all brass instru­
ments (with the fingering marked) ; 
Positions marked for Tenor and Bass 
Slide Trombones. 
First Lessons-Sacred Tunes, Quic k and 
Slow Marches, Dance Music, etc., a l l  
arranged for the first attem pts of learners 
to play together. 
No Reed or Drum parts published. 
Price: 7/- for set of 18 parts 
Separate parts Sd. each. 
WRIGHT & ROUND, 34 Erskine St., 
LIVERPOOL, 6 
I 
As from the FIRST JANUARY 1955 
all copyright musical works published 
by Messrs. WRIGHT AND ROUND 
may only be perfol"med in public at 
establishments or entertainments for 
which the LICENCE OF THE SOCIETY 
has first been obtained. 
Notice is hereby given that as from the 
DATE HEREOF all statements, ad­
vertisements or guarantees previously 
given by Messrs. WRIGHT & ROUND 
to the effect that their music is free for 
public performance are HEREBY WITH­
DRAWN and CANCELLED. 
A further statement regarding mem­
bership of the PERFORMING RIGHT 
SOCIETY LIMITED will appear in the 
1955 edition of the LIVERPOOL BRASS 
AND MILITARY BAND JOURNAL. 
l111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111� .._ _______________ _, 
1���Now Reprinted,..,��� 
SELECTIONS 
"Oberon" 
"Zampa" 
" Mirella" 
"Norma" 
"William Tell " 
" Barber of Seville " 
" Recollections of Balfe " 
" ,, Weber" 
" ,. England " 
" Ireland" 
" Convivi�I Songs " 
" Gems of Scotia " 
" A Casket of Gems " 
" Gems of Evergreen Melody " 
" Down on the Mississippi " 
Prices: 20 parts, 7/6; 
Fantasia-" The Spirit of Youth" 
Waltz-" Sunshine and Roses " 
Sheet-Celebrated National 
Melodies. 
FANTASIAS 
" The Call of Youth " 
" Hiawatha " 
" Autumn Echoes " 
" Carnival of Flowers " 
" Scenes of Beauty " 
" Over the Hills " 
" Happy Memories " 
"In Days of Old" 
"The Bohemians" 
" Maid of Orleans " {" Hereward " 
" Panda's Picnic " 
OVERTURE 
" Rule, Britannia " 
Extra parts, Sd. each 
Waltz-" Cornflowers and 
...J Poppies" 
Waltz-" Shades ,:-.f Ev�ni� 
Prices : 20 parts, 6/6; Extra parts, 4d. each f , 
March-" The North Star" 
March-" Come Back to Erin" 
March-" El Dorado ' 
" Paul & Virginia " (Duet Mn�-.. � 
Extra parts, 3d. each 
,�/====�==WRIGHT & ROUND��� 
Prices : 20 parts, 4/- ; 
34 ERSKINE ST., LIVERPOOL, 6 
I I 
I \ 
s 
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JS -- "ID d 'fR I stag� may be, you h�tvc the knowledge that them I Mr. J .  DE.MINGS, secretary of Lower Ince raiSS .-,an .Jt5£W.S young players are helter, keener and more am- Terr,pcrance, writes : " I  regret to say �ur lat� . t: ; bitious as a result of their efiorls.. Band cam- Conductor, Mr. Richard Hooper, passed a.way �e l st JANUARY , 1 9. · · nuttees and bandmasters who realise that there !us home on Monday, 1 5th November, at t ====-".\ is more in contesting than pot-hunting and prize age of 79. He was the founder of our band, 
� t AC CID EN TALS 
winning will have no anxiety regardin� the played lhe C_?rnet for 25 . yea.rs, an� was band� enthusiasm u[ their members, especially the master for 3o years, retmng m 1049, still keep " st 
T young bandsnkn. ing close contact with the band until his death. 
A Happy ·"cw Year to all 1 C:1:'.r r�aclcrs and * * "' He has played several times at Belle Vue, also 
customers every\Yhere. :.fay llJ .. rn brm� you all Crystal Palace, with some of the Norlh's leadmg 
the happiness and prosperity you desire. Though not so prevalent as before the war bands. The interment took place at 'Nigan 
� * • there are still a number of bands that include a Cemetery on Saturday, 20lh November, the 
few reerl instruments ; some of these continue band turning out augmented by members of 
under the imposing title of " Military " bands . other Vvigan bands. The public also attended m 
although they only consist of the usual brass big numbers, as he· was a well-known figure and 
band instrumentation plus one or two clarionets, a real good-living person. The band will nuss 
and, perhaps, a piccolo. 1-'nfortunately, some of him very much, as he was the centre of all our 
these brass and reed combinations often attempt activities ; his whole life was cenlred on the 
to play the large " military " band journals, band right to his death. I would like to add 
which are totally unsuitable, and the result ts this, thal the best epitaph onr bandsmen could 
painfully apparent to those who know how a full show towards Mr. Hooper is, ' Keep a good 
military band should sound, and there are very band together. ' . "  
We thank all those who, by letter or card, sent 
us Christmas Greetings and Good \Vishcs for tlw 
New Year. \\'c greatly appreciale these tokens 
of friendship, and can assure all .senders that 
their good wishes are heartily reciprocated by 
ourselves. 
* 
\\'e also, once again, thank all our . corrc�­
rondents who have continued to send 111 their 
district reports, and in this way, have helped 
us to keep the paper interesting and helpful 
during the past year. vVc value their. loyalty, 
and trust they "ill all contmue 111 thel! efforts 
to arouse enthusiac:m amongst the bands 1� 
their respective districts ; without such enthusi· 
'lSIIl no real progress can be made by any band. 
* * * 
To-day being the date on which our m�mber­
ship of the Performing Rights Society olnc1ally 
commences, we take this opportunity of again 
reminding all bands that it is essential �hey 
should include in their relurns to the Soc1et)T, 
every publication of ours they play in their 
proorammes anywhere. Only if this is done can 
the 0 Society keep their records complete and 
up-to-date. Band Secretaries, please note. 
* * * 
few people who cannot recognise this now �hat 
wireless is installed in nearly every home. fhe 
fault is not in the bands, nor in the arrange­
ments · it is in the bandmasters who are either 
ignora�t of what they are trying to do or vain 
enough to attempt to ape " military " bands with 
their brass and reed combinations . Without the 
complete instrumentation of the military band it 
is impossible to play the large " Military " 
journals wilh full effect, for lhere are no efficient 
su bstitu tcs to be found for the absent mstru­
ments. But these " brass and reed " bands are 
not left unprovided for. In V./. & R.'s " Liver­
pool Journal " parts are specially >vritten for the 
Hb and Eb clarionets aud piccolo which are added 
to the full brass band arrangements. The result 
is that howeyer small the number of reed instru­
ments may be the playing always sounds full, 
complete and effective, the addition of the reed 
instruments adding to and enriching the tone of 
the brass band. These arrangements never sound 
empty bu t give the bandmaster every oppor-
tunity to utilise his additional reed instruments 
to the best advantage. 
---+----
CON C ORDS AND DIS CORDS 
.. • .. 
l\IOONRAKER writes : " Fovant Silver 
have just completed a very busy season . Slarl­
ing the year by winning No. 2 Section at 
Southampton in February, under their popular 
conductor, Mr. R. C. Dicker, they also com­
peted in the ' Daily Herald ' Contest at Exeter, 
in May. Although not in the pnze list, the band 
had a very enjoyable day. They also competed 
at Tatton Contest in July, in the Champ10nsh1p 
Section, gaining 2nd prize for March. The band 
in company with Vl'oodfalls, vVellworthy's and 
Verwoocl, took part in the massed band concert, 
given ill the Market House, Salisbury, in July, 
conducted by Mr. H. Mortimer. The rest of the 
season the band 'Nere heavily engaged at various 
Fetes, Flower Shows, and Carnivals. The band 
are now settling down to practice for the winter 
contests."  
WINDSOR BRIDGE writes :-" The Wind­
sor band of Salford were again prominent by 
their playing and deportment when parading 
on Armistice Sunday. The general meetmg was 
recently held at the bandroom, when the follow 
in" members were elected to officiate fur the 
en�uing year · Messrs. T. Dooley (musical 
All the friends of Mr. J .  M. HINCHLIFFE of 
Hyde, will, along with ourselves, be sorry to hear 
that through ill-health he has been compelled to 
retire altogether from brass banding, and will 
now, as he says, " have to make the best of it . "  
He is, however, still keenly interested in  the 
movement, and eagerly looks forward every 
month to his " B.B.N." which paper he has been 
reading for over fifty years . It will mean a big 
break for Mr. Hinchliffe having to give up active 
banding after so many years service, but we 
trust that taking life more easily through his 
retirement will lead to an improvement in his 
health. Thank you, Mr. Hinchliffe, for your 
good wishes which we heartily reciprocate. 
.. + + 
busy on November 20th, when he took three 
parlies to Holmfirth Quartette . contest. He is also to adjudicate the 3rd scct10n of the W�st 
Riding contest, which automatically proh1b1ts 
their appearance at the contest. 
Skelmanthorpe have had a good season under 
their young conductor Mr. N. Hudson . . May I 
take this opportunity of tendering t� �im my 
very sincere congralulalions on gammg the 
honour of winning the conductor's diploma 
(l3 .B.C.iVI. ) at the recent examination of the 
Bandsmen's College of Music, held in Manchester. 
To all my regular readers, the Editor and 
fellow scribes, I wish a very Prosperous New 
Year. 
WEST RIDER 
LEICESTER NO TES 
Mr. H. MUDDIMAN, of Alloa, writes : " Many 
thanks for Scores, etc . ,  of the 1 955 Journal 
received. I have now gone through the contents 
of the whole Journal and one can honestly say 
it is of great service to all bands, as there is The outstanding event this month has been something for all. The re-issue of the Grand the Association Contest which took place at Selection ' L' Africaine ' should be a very Market H arborough on December 1 1  th. This popular piece both for contests and concerts, as must be voted a complete success in every way. its melodies appeal to all. 'ii/hen first published An entry of thirteen Leicestershire bands was many years ago it was a great fayourite and I 'm in itself a compliment to the committee, and quite sure the younger generation will appre- Mr. R. Warren, the energetic secretary, must ciate it quite as much as lhe older bandsmen have been a proud man. The Hall was packed did. The other pieces arc all well suited both from the commencement until the decision with for concerts and contests and will be greatly a most attentive and enthusiastic audience. appreciated when well played. Now is the time Mr. vV. Scholes of Rushden was the adjudicator for all go-ahead bands to settle down for a good and his awards were received with satisfaction winter's practice on the New J_ournal and. be to the packed hall. . s�re they will feel the benefit of 1t when_ spr;ng- The l st Section was won by Snibston Colliery time comes round agam. Your article m N ov- under Mr. S .  S. H .  Iliffe, with what Mr. Scholes emter B.H.N.  on ' Phrasin� ' should be read described as an outstanding performance . and re-read by all enthus1astsic bandmen. It is, Kibworth Silver were 2nc1 under the direction to me, a ra�her weak !ink in Lhe grnat. majority of Mr. S .  H .  Boddington. ' The other bands in of b�nds. Ph;asmg rn what one might term this section were Burbage Silver (Mr. A .  Bennett) the Grammar m Music . . How often does one (who won the March contest ) ,  Leicester Special hear phrases or sentences clipped off at the ends ? Constabulary, and Arley Silver. Snibston also One has only to hear a good soloist (or even won 2nd in the March. lectur�r) and note how they roun� off the ends Section II was won by Market Harborough of their phrases or senten.ces. Yes, a subiect under Mr. P. Cook, with a fine performance . worth a lot of study, wluch all bands should Fleckncy Silver under Mr. G. Badcock were give it ."  2nd, and Enderby Town (] . W. Ellis) 3rd . 
----+----
MERSEYSIDE N O T E S  
Section II Hymn Tune, was won by Ratby 
Silver ( J .  A. Bancroft) with Market Harborough 
2nc1. 
Since the first announcement of our decision 
to join the P .R .S . ,  we have frequently been 
asked by bands for details as to fee.s payable by 
them, the procedure to be adopt�d m t�kmg out 
a licence, etc . ,  but '"e have considered it best to 
advise bands to apply direct to tlte Society who 
are always ready and willing to give full details 
to anyone interested. For th� benefit. 
of an7 
bands who desire such informat10n, the Society s 
address is The Performing Right Society 
Ltd . ,  Copyright House, 33 l\1argaret Street, 
London, \V. l. 
* * 
In a set of judge 's  remarks recently received 
\.Ve notice repeated objection to excessive force of 
utterance and exaggeration to emphasise > 
marks ; we trust the bands will not think that 
the objection is any new-born thmg. The B.B.N. 
preached against it forty years ago, as it does 
still, and it is many years smce Mr. Gladney 
invei"'hed acrainst " that blatant playmg and 
sledg�-ham�er attack which is so objectionable, 
besides being so unnecessary, though very com­
mon among English amateur brass �:1-nds and, 
happily, nut to be found elsewhere. It is a 
good thing that the fault is not s� fia!?rant nowa­
days, and the credit for removmg 1t may well 
be shared among all the greater teachers. A 
general fault is usually curt:d only gradually, an.cl 
it would be wrong to tlunk that any teacher is 
answerable for a fault which he has to put up 
with whilst trying to reduce and eventually 
remove it. 
MARCATO writes : " Ireland Colliery Ambu­
lance have been quite busy during the last two 
months. Commencing with the Armistice Day 
parade and service, they played the marches to 
and from the service, the Salvation Army Band 
playing during the service. This year the 
weather was fine. Several members of the band 
played in the orchestra for a Revue at the 
Markham Hall, Staveley. Credit must go to 
Mr. E. Elliot for his untiring efforts, which made 
the orchestra under liis conductorship, the 
great success it was. The revue was put on by 
the Ireland Colliery Dramatic Society and ran 
for two nights ; it is hoped to produce another 
in the Xew Year. The week following the revue 
the band held their first winter concert and 
once again pleased the large audience, all seats 
being taken as usual. The next concert will be 
in January or February. The youngsters 
continue to improve and at a recent examination 
at Nottingham, Margaret Bailey, Kneale Elliot, 
and Trevor Grestry passed their exams. They 
have several new youngsters under Mr. Elliot's 
tuition, and I understand they are showing 
good progress. At a concert arranged for lhe 
old age pensioners of Staveley, Mr. Elliot took 
along the young members of the band to enter­
tain, besides which he arranged most of the 
other entertainment. Sunday, 1 2th December 
the band gave a concert at the Pastures Hospital, 
Derby; here again Mr. Elliot was responsible for 
arranging a varied programme. The band 
members are now looking forward to the annual 
Slow Melody Contest, and from what I have 
heard recently several of the junior members 
are well in the running for the Challenge Cup ."  
director) ,  T .  Cheadle (bandmaster) ,  F. Sn11th Edge Hill B .R. are preparing for the " Daily 
(secretary) ,  A .  Bridge (asst. secretary) , and \V. Herald " Arca Championship. They were 
Gardner (treasurer) .  It was decided that in engaged to play at the Liverpool Football 
future the band will be known as ' \Vindsor ground on Christmas Day. They received a 
Band ' of Salford, the word ' Prize ' being great welcome from the crowd, as they were 
omitted . It is most gratifying to report that great favourites at the matches prior to the 
several bands on this side of Manchester, are at introduction of canned music. They attended 
last putting aside the feeling and petty jealousy, all the Liverpool home matches for over 20 which has existed between them, and that a consecutive years. A successful Christmas draw 
better understanding and friendship is being was held in aid of the new instrument fund . 
developed amongst them. I 'm sure that the Their Trombone Quartctte gave a concert at bands concerned will benefit from it. Con· the Earlestown Labour Club on Saturday, gratulations to Cadishead Public on their December 1 8th, and received a great welcome. 
recent successes at Bury, Rochdale and \illigan A .T.M. arc practising for " Daily Herald " 
There is no doubt that the Association this 
year has shown some initiative, and Mr. H. V. 
Batchelor, B.E.::.v.r. ,  the President, who has been 
such a stalwart for so many years, must feel 
that he is now being supported as he deserves to 
be bv his committee. 
Oiie must pay a tribute to the conductors of 
our village bands, who have done such admirable 
work during lhe last year or so, and I only hope 
the bandsmen (particularly the young players) 
realise the sacrifice in time and ability these 
gentlemen undergo for their especial benefit. 
Glad to note succes� at the Derby Railway 
Vilorks Contest of some of our local bands. In 
the Quartette contest, Leicester Special Con­
stabulary were l st, and Leicester Imperial 2nd . 
In the solo contest young Brian Clarke (Imperial) 
gained 2nd prize out of an entry of 36. \Vell 
* 
On the other hand, there is the dang�r of going 
to the opposite extreme, and of losing tllat clean 
production of tone by articulat10n which is at the 
root of freedom and purity. We have heard 
hundreds of bandsmen admire the bright and 
buoyant tone of our best bands. . It clings to 
them despite many changes m their personnel. 
The secret is really no secret ; the teachers. of 
these bands realise the importance of producmg 
tone by the method explained _in. the B.B.N.  
times out of number. They spec1ahse m it ,  and 
the result is a tone which wins admiration every­
where. Other bands could get like results by like 
methods. " Sledge-hammer " production is not 
desirable-it is scarcely less desirable than the 
production which is mere " mouthing " and gives 
nothing but foggy, clouded, undefined tones. It 
will be a bad day for brass bands when they 
abandon this distinctive tone which makes them 
different from every other combination. What­
ever critics may say about brass bands, good 
brass band tone, however loud it may be, can 
never be offensive. The offence becomes appar­
ent when bands try to so " refine " the tone that 
it becomes puny and weak. Brass bands . wi_ll 
never be able to imitate orchestras and it 1s 
foolish for them to try. This is a fact that should 
be borne in mind by all teachers and judges. 
"' * * 
We have frequently been told by bandmasters 
that thev " ould include in their programmes at 
pa:·k coiicerts, bro:i;dcas:�ng engagements, etc. ,  
one or more of our big selections, but for the 
fact that they are too long. We, of course, are 
well aware that audiences nowadays will not 
tolerate pieces lasting 15 to :20 minutes, a lO to 1 2  
minutes' piece being quite long enough for any 
aYerage audience, but the obv10us course for any 
bandmaster who wishes to play these long selec­
tions is to cut out one or two movements to 
bring them within the necessary limit of tim� . 
One bandmaster who had the idea of clomg tins 
asked us did we object to him cutting our pieces, 
and we promptly gave him our assuran�e that we 
had no objection at all. 'Ve thmk it is a great 
pity that such fine selections, as they all un­
<lou btedly are, should be shelved, as far as pro­
gram mes. are concerned, simply because they are 
too long. They ara the cre�tm of brass band 
• + • 
NORTH EAST MIDLANDS BRASS BAND 
ASSOCIATION. The monthly meeting of the 
above Association was held at Mansfield on 
Saturday, December 1 1  th, when the following 
bands were represented ; Mansfield Borough, 
Mansfield Shoe Co., Kirkby Old, Staveley 
\iVorks, and Thoresby Colliery. The chair was 
taken by Mr. J .  Baldwin. 1t is a little disap­
pointing when so few bands seem to remember 
the date of our meetings. Surely a delegate 
could be found from each band to attend the 
meetings, so please, once again send your 
delegates to our meetings. Remember it is your 
Association and all the matters are for your 
interest. If you have any grievance come along 
and let us discuss it . A copy of the agenda of 
the next meeting will be sent to each secretary, 
so please read it and let your band committee 
know about it Mr. Secretary, and appoint 
someone as delegate . Surely more than five 
bands out of 33 could be represented. Please 
add this to your Rules : Quartette Contests. 
The quartette must consist of players who are 
members of their own band. One player can 
play with two fJuartettes providing the other 
three are different players. Also a reminder to 
all secretaries, if you have any unsold tickets, or 
money, in connection with the Annual Quartette 
Contest please return the same to Mr. C. Ratcliffe, 
33 Poplar Avenue, East Kirkby, Notts. Our 
next meeting, January 8th, 1955. Don't forget. 
A Happy New Year to all bands. 
C. S. BERESFORD. 
• • 
music, and should be more widely used, as they 
are designed to show otf the best pomts of a �rass PROGRESS writes : " It is with regret that 
bo1,nd. Bandmasters therefore shoukl not hesitate I have to announce that the Musical Director uJ 
to shorten them when necessary, and if any band- Newton Heath Working Men's Club Band 
imioter is in doubt as to whal movements to leave has decided to return to the Salvation Army. 
out, that is, to make good " join-ups " far from Mr. Butler has been with us for seven years now, 
objecting to cutting, .we shall be only �?o please� and has stood by the band through some very 
tu give advice regardmg the 1ud1c10us prumng lean times. As a parting gift Mr. Butler was 
of these desirable pieces. presented with a wristlct watch by Mr. Clark of · 
* * • the bass section, who is our oldest founder mem-
. f . b d t th" k th t ber. Mr. Butler thanked the band for their J t 1s very common or a an ° m a co-operation with special mention for our solo inclusion in their ranks of a number of y�ung cornettiste Miss Anne Hinchley who through · d reason for not contestmg On ' ' ' plavers is a goo . · . · force of circumstances was compelled to step U10. contrary we thmk that is a very good reason up from :2ncl cornet t� solo some three years why they should contest. Doubtless they hope ago, and has held the position ever since. \Vhilst for .the progress of th<>�
e young pl�yers, . �nd a�e saying good-bye to Mr. Butler and wishing him trymg to help them P5· · Contestmg is a b g every success in his new, or should we say ' old ' t>fai. • us and an edi_:c8,t10n to young players and venture we should like to thank all the appli-parti.i.;tp � ·� in n (ltest gives. them a feelmg cants f�r the position and announce that Mr. G. that there is sport a •ell a_s serious •:-rork in the Marsden, late of Oldham B.L. ,  has now been band movement. T!i y will w.ork like troians appointed. "  
to  hold their end ur rid there _will not be  anyone 
at the contest icker to pick up ideas and 
methods th " •.:i..t" · • young players. They are freer 
fro:µ1 pro ·�ice and delighted to have a chance 
to J1ea17s'(;�� of the noted players ot other bands. 
l l  is worth a bit to the band to give them the 
stimulus, the encouragement, and the mstruction 
which they will get by com�etmg at a contest. 
I t  is Lhe educative and stimulative value of 
t!te practices for a contest that should be. borne 
in mind, and the creat10n of mlercst m the 
members. Whatever the result on the contest 
• • 
ASSOCIATE writes :-" Clydebank Burgh 
Band again seek the courtesy of the Editor, 
to wish all working for the uplift and advance­
ment of the brass band movement lhe very 
best of health and happiness in the years that 
lie ahead. May 1955 be but the beginning of a 
new era, leading us  upward and onward to 
better things. A very special greeting to old 
members of Clydebank wherever they are, 
hoping that all is well with them."  
contests ." Area Championship. Thanks for the Christmas 
card . 
Mr. A. G. NORMAN, secretary of Lowca 
Colliery, writes : " It is with deep regret I have 
to inform you of the death of Mr. I. D. McGregor, 
Honorary Secretary, Lowca Colliery Band for a 
number of years past. His untiring and faithful 
devotion to his work for the Colliery and the 
Colliery Band, will be sadly missed by all. 
Our Sunday practices are being well attended, 
also the mid-week practices for young members 
which are proving most popular. The band 
fulfilled engagements both at \Vhitehaven and 
Lowca on Remembrance Sunday, for \Vhich 
there was a full turn out. In the season 1 955 
we expect to have numerous engagements and 
are looking forward to a long and eventful 
season. "  
PERSONALS 
Mr. C. A. COOPER, of Huthwaite, writes : 
" The Southern Counties \ii/inter Contest, which 
I adjudicated at Darking, on November 6th,was 
a good one from a playing point of view, 
although the entries were rather few, consider­
ing the number of bands in the Association. The 
first prize winners in the l st Section, were out­
standing, and compared favourably with many 
bands I have heard this season in that category. 
l thought it a good innovation for the 2nd 
section, to have Suppe's Overture, ' Carnival, '  as 
test-piece. Other conlest promoters would do 
well to have such test-pieces, as they give 
ample scope for Conductors and players alike. 
Moreover, their entertainment value is far 
greater than the majority of test-pieces thrust 
upon us these days, which are very rarely used 
as concert items after the Contest. The excellent 
entries and the large audiences at the winter 
contests in Lancashire, are clear proof of the 
entertainment value of test-pieces .  We must be 
entertainers as well as contcstors if we intend to 
keep our prestige in the music world of to-day." 
• + + 
Mr. JACK BODDICE, Band Teacher and 
Adjudicator, of Doncaster writes : " Kindly 
allow me a little of your valuable space to thank 
Mr. H. Day, Secretary of the Huddersfield 
Association, and his committee, for their kindness 
to me when I adjudicated at their winter 
contest in the place of Mr. ] .  Wood of the 
Black Dyke Band. Through ill health Mr. 'Vood 
was unable to ftll the appointment, but I hope 
he is back to normal health now. My thanks 
also to Mr. C. A. Smith and Mr. F. Braithwaite 
for their bndness after the contest ."  
+ 
Mr. FRANK BRAITHWAITE, of 1-Iudders­
field, writes : " On Sunday December 12th I 
had the honour and privilege of adjudicating 
for the Northumberland Brass Band League at 
their grading contest held at \�Tallsend. The 
testpiece was own choice and there were 14 
very good performances. I had a very enj()yable 
time and I hereby wish to tender my sincere 
thanks to Mr. J .  C. Welsh and the members of 
his committee for the manner in which they 
went out of their way to make everything 
comfortable during my stay. Recently I also 
adjudicated the Flockton Cnited Band Slow 
Melody Contest and beg to thank Mr. R. Ripley 
and his committee for their esteemed favours. "  
Mr. GEORGE LEE, conductor o f  Wallsend 
Shipyard and Cambois Colliery, writes : " For 
the fourth year in succession I adjudicated at 
one of the Durham Brass Band League Annual 
Solo Conlesls. This year I had the juvenile 
section, and sitting there, it was hard to realise 
that these players were boys under the age of 
fifteen. I hadn't one poor show and the teachers 
of the boys are to be congratulated on their 
methods, as the boys literally sang their way 
through their solos. Altogether a good day 
which I enjoyed immensely." 
Liverpool City held their A .G.M. on Kov. 
S th, and report they arc still quite solvent, 
despite the fact that they were unable to accept 
engagements last season . They are now in the 
position to accept bookings for 1955. 
They are hoping to compete in the 6th section 
at May Belle Vue. Mr. Sawyer has had to teach 
most of the players from scratch . They gave a 
concert on December l lth for a Blind Children's 
Party. Also a concert at I-Ieswall Children's 
Home on Christmas Day. Good work, boys, 
this is the spirit every band should emulate. 
Best wishes for 1 955 to all bands. 
EIGHT BELLS 
WES T RIDING NOTES 
done, Brian. In the Junior Section Alan , 
Thompkin of Desford Colliery won l st prize, 
and Julian Dealey of Fleckney 2nd. Two very 
promising lads, from whom we should hear a lot 
in the future. 
I close these notes with my best wishes to all, 
for a prosperous 1 955. 
SEMPER EADEM. 
BRISTOL DISTRICT 
Our local bands again did very well in pro-
viding music for the " Bristol Evening Post " 
Carol Parties which toured all parts of the city. 
Bristol Victoria, Fishponds B.L. , Kingswood 
Evangel, Bristol East Temperance, Albion Dock-
yard, Easton Road Citadel S .A. ,  Horfi.eld 
Armley and \illortley are just plodding on, Citadel S.A. ,  Shaftesbury (Bristol) Silver, 
and I hear some talk of amalgamating with Bristol Citadel S .A.  and Bedminster Citadel S .A. ,  
Kirkstall British Legion, but I fail to see how all rendered tuneful service in addition to which 
a brass band and military band can really several had other commitments in various 
amalgamate . hospitals. 
Bradford Victoria played well in the " D.H." The Solo and Qnartette Contest at Kingswood 
finals, but were unplaced. I had a nice chat had splendid support, there being over 80 entries 
with Mr. Atkinson · and he tells me they are for Mr. Arthur Irons of London to sort out, a 
going all out for the West Riding contest. task which he did very well and certainly 
Guiseley were very busy on Armistice Day, constructively, using his trained tenor voice 
playing at Guiseley (morning) , and Rawdon and quite effectively in illustrating his decisions. 
Illdey (afternoon) . I hear you have been What a great help this could be in the middle of 
strengthened by two players from Rawdon. a band sometimes, although in my opinion only 
Hammond's Sauce \ii/arks were busy on the next best to the instrument playing teachers, 
Remembrance Sunday and are rehearsing who arc, unfortunately, few and far between 
steadily with an eye on the 'Nest Riding Cham- to-day. I was unable to hear all sections but 
pionship. They have gained a great find in note that Melingriffith from Cardiff, under Mr. 
obtaining the transfer of Ken Aitken Jones T. ]. Powell (pleased to meet him) ,  emulated 
from Yewco. Ken is a grand lad and will some of their pre-war feats in carrying off the 
surely be welcomed by the members and premier award, also a third, with the redoubtable 
officialo. Sparkingham Trombones under Mr. 0. W. H.  
Hammond's Juniors are doing well , after Adlam splitting the two. In addition a notable 
having transferred a few members to the event was that of Mr. George Atkins who Senior band . However, Mr. Collison and Mr. obtained his lOOth award as a bass player (he 
Coleman will soon fill their places and keep has promised me a picture of himself wearing 
the hand up to concert pitch. his four chains of 25 medals on each-congratu-
Leeds City arc keeping up rehearsals under lations George) .  I\Ir. Adlam tells me that his 
Mr. T. Rickard, and I hope to hear them give Gloucester B.L. Band are doing well and hope to 
a good account of themselves at the \ii/est start contesting as soon as possible, and in the 
Riding contest. 
. right place too-in the bottom section. Leeds Model have had a good year. At the Section 2, open to lower class bands, was won 
A.G.M. ,  held a few weeks ago, all officials were by Mr. A. vVatts and his Kingsway Quartette 
re-elected en bloc. I had a good chat w1t.h (an entirely new name to me) who played a Miss Rawlings and Mr. P. Hainsworth, their commendable " Concordia " which to me, while 
very efficient secretaries, a few days ago, and technique was good, seemed to lack balance, but 
they told me that the team spirit was first-class. even so was probably the best party heard . 
Rawdon are still keeping up good rehearsals, One had the feeling that however well " Clouds 
although not at full strength. Mr. Hargreaves and Sunshine " was played it could not beat the 
does wonders with the players at his command, reasonable performance of a much harder 
and I only wish to see the results of his teaching quartette-not very encouraging for the " little " 
with a full complement. ::.v.i:ay I wish him all bands who support these events. In my opinion 
the best in the Hymn Tune competition which this section testpiece should be confined to a set 
is organised by the National Association of of four pieces of CfJual grade while the premier 
Brass Band Conductors (No. 2 Cenlre ) .  Mr. section should, of course, remain open. I 
Hargreaves was the winner of the Trophy in thought Marshfielcl (No. l )  played well in this 
1 953, and I know he is very keen to retain it section as did the Bath Spa trombones with the 
if possible. difficult " Wagner " and the Fishponds B.L 
Ravensthorpe are progressing nicely and are Juniors who did not get a prize from ::.v.i:r. Irons 
hoping lo compete in the \ii/est Riding contest but were rewarded by " bringing the home 
in the 3rd Section. They have had a good down " in applause. Penhill (Swindon) under 
season for engagements and are now efficient Mr. L. Carpenter, did ,mu too. 
for contesting. Why not drop me a few lines Harold Nunn (Fishponds B.L.) won the Solo 
before the 1 6th of each month Mr. Secretary ? Contest from over 40 others with that nice 
::.v.i:orley have improved wonderfully since Mr. trombone player Mr. D. Brown 2nd, Mr. L. 
B.  Burns (late of Butterfield's) took the helm. Carpenter of Swindon 3rd, and 4th H. Rawlings 
A first prize at Knothingley contest was a great a horn player of Marshfield (a coming band) .  
pick-me-up, and they have been 
. 
rehearsing In the juniors D. Jenkins, lst ; R. Phelps, 
assiduously since with a view to the vVest Riding 2nd ; and Jennifer vVatts, 3rd ; was a popular 
contest. decision although I don't think any were local. 
Yeadon were on duty at Horsforth and Mr. Ernie Foreman assures me that the event 
Yeadon on Remembrance Sunday, when I heard was a financial success and will run again next 
good reports on their playing. Regret to hear year ; was pleased to meet my old collea�ue 
that you have decided lo limit your contest " vVestern Star " also l\1r. Horace Jones lookmg 
efforts to two. Remember it is contesting that well ; l\:Ir. Stanley Smilh, who has five 
has made most of our championship bands. " M:es ;iahs " to perform at-professionally ; 
Pleased to see you have got Mr. Newman, solo Messrs. S. \Vhite and A. Hcrler of Bath, and 
trombone, back from the l'orces. many more not forgetting a certain bass player 
Yewco Works played a nice band at the who was a night watchman .in a big cinema and 
" D.H ."  Finals, but I think the occasion was a could be heard practising his contestmg part at 
little too much for them on this, their first 2 a.m., so the policeman on patrol has said. 
appearance in the Finals. Mr. Lunn was very WESTERN BOOM. 
4 
S ALV ATION ARMY N O T E S  
It i s  with the greatest pleasure that I have to 
report of a new five months old S .A. Band. 
'When B.M. Fox was appointed last August and 
lhe ·watford band commissioned, the hall was 
packed with the villagers. Their first band 
weekend was a great success ; they were assisted 
by comrades from Felixstowe who gave a good 
programme. On the Monday the Walfi.eld band 
gave a festival to a packed hall ; many travelled 
several miles from surrounding villages. 
When Coventry City Band (Chappell) visited 
New Bradwell lhey gave a grand festival to a 
crowded congregation in the Methodist Church. 
Included in the programme were two eleven 
year old boy cornetists from the Y.P. Band. 
Other items were a trombone quartette, a vocal 
solo, and a monologue. 
Spennymoor Citadel Band, Sherne Hill 
Songsters and Mandoline Band and Newfield 
Band and Songsters united for a grand festival 
at West Cornforth's 69th Anniversary. 
Col. \Vm. Leed presided over the great North 
\l\'est Divisional Campaign which included 500 
young people from the Norlh \.Vest, Liverpool, 
Manchester, and North Staffs divisions. The 
programme at the Star Hall, Manchester, was 
well chosen, and the united singing was a great 
feature of the Festival. The united Y.P. bands 
did well under Senior Captain S. Priest of 
Eccles. 
On the occasion of the visit of Nuneaton 
Timbrel Band to Scunthorpe, special salvation 
music was rendered by Grimsby Citadel Band, 
and a fme open air meeting was held in the 
afternoon in the town centre. Scunlhorpe Band, 
Grimsby Citadel and Nuneaton also rendered 
items. The fine deportment of Nuneaton 
Comrades was a great attraction. 
Carlisle Citadel Y.P. Band paid a special 
visit to Hollinwood, and rendered special music. 
The band were in fine form, and I think they are 
one of the best Y.P. bands in the army. Each 
item showed careful training by B.M. Routledge. 
Councillor G. A. Hughes presided on Saturday 
and Mr. Arnold Easlwood compered the Sunday 
afternoon programme. 
Sheffield Citadel paid their annual visit to 
Strangeways Prison. They accompanied the 
singing at the service which was conducted by 
the Chaplain and Brig. Connell gave the address. 
Lieut.-Col. Fred Stoker presided over the 
festival. Monologues were given by Bandsmen 
Morgan and Bellamy, also a cornet duet was 
much appreciated by all. The prnof of the need 
and the worth of these visits is in the fact that 
several of the prisoners sought the Saviour's 
grace and strength to lead better lives. 
Good progress is being made by Peterborough 
Citadel (B.M. A. P. Allies) who are very busy 
with Corps work. Also they gave a good account 
of themselves at a Festival at Leicester on 
December 4th. Accompanying the band were 
their Male Voice Quartctte who were well 
appreciated by the audience. The band have 
been pleased to welcome four bandsmen into 
their number, Harry Thompson (cornet) , John 
Gibbs (cornet from Y.P. band) ,  Lieut. Dalziel 
(baritone) ,  and Brian Dalziel (horn) from 
Rochdale. I am sure the band's visit to the 
Hospital and Institutions on Christmas Day 
was a help and cheer to all who heard them. 
INTERESTED. 
W E S S EX NOTES 
May 'I · wish all bands in this Area a very 
prosperous New Year. Xotes are of a necessity 
brief this month-lack of news, space and time. 
I hear that Burley played a good band at the 
Reading Contest and finished 4th in their 
section, in good company. I understand also 
that Wellworthy ·works played well in Section 1 ,  
but did not catch the j udge's car. The only 
other \Vessex bavd attending I believe wa� 
Alclerholt in the lower sections-this band, like 
the sun, seems to only appear on rare occasions­
w hy not join the W.B.B.A. ,  Mr. Pressley ? 
The Wessex Association held their A.G.M. 
aDd Mr. Stockwell has been appointed Secretary. 
His place as chairman has been taken by 
Mr. Dicker. The 'vVinter festival will take placC' 
at the Central Hall, Southampton, on March 5th. 
The Verwood Junior Band has now been 
formed with over 20 learners-not all are 
children. So far lessons have been on theory but 
negotiations for instrumeats are taking place. 
The Verwood Prize Band gave a successful 
concert in tlrn Village Hall on December l lth. 
I see in the press that Southbourne gave a 
programme in All Saints Church. after playing 
carols at the evening service recently. They also 
had the job of escorting " Father Christmas " 
on his arrival at Bournemouth Central Station, 
where many thousands turned out to watch the 
procession. Part of this was screened on a T.V. 
news reel. SCRIBBLER. 
-�-�+-��-
NEWCASTLE & DIS TRICT 
First let me wish the Editor, Staff and all our 
readers a Happy and Prosperous )few Year. 
The Northumberland League held their 
Annual Contest in the Miners Hall, vVallsend, 
and 14 bands competed. It was a well arranged 
and really enjoyable contest and another 
successful promotion by Mr. Jos .  \l\Telsh. There 
was some discontent about the I �  minute time 
limit which was enforced, also about the fact of 
onl)'. the last two bands comprising the third 
sect10n: As the non-competing bands go into the th1rd section, I heartily agree with the 
rules, .as dravm up by the bands' own repre­sentatives. 
The contest, which was a grading one, was 
won by North Seaton under the baton of Mr. 
J .  Stubbs of Crookhall. Haltwhistle (S. Bond) 
were second and \l\'allsend Shipyard (G. Lee) 
were lhird. As only four points out of 200 
separated these three bands, one can see how 
close the playing was, especialiy in an Own 
Choice Contest. Ellington Colliery, Bcdlington 
Colliery and Pegswood Colliery came next and 
now form the lst  Section of the League. Ncw­
biggin Colliery and Coxlodge were winner and 
runners-up in the 2nd Section, the other bands 
in this Section being Blyth, Dudley, Netherton 
and Cambois, while \Vallsend Colliery and 
Wooclhorn were the bands who ran out as 
Champions and runners up of the Third Section. 
Mr. Braithwaite of Huddersfield adjudicated. 
I also attended the N.C.B. Contest at Easing­
ton and as I only heard the first Section I 
write of this. I thought the playing divided 
itself into two sections, the first three bands in 
order of merit and the other three bands \\hich 
I heard. I missed Xo. I band . The adjudicator, 
Mr. H. :i\Iileman, had quite a job to separate the 
first three I feel sure. The result was Harton 
Colliery (N. Piper) ,  Crookhall Colliery (J . 
Stubbs) and Easington Public (C. Peacock) m 
that order. I fell sure Harton's soloists and 
their piano playing would turn the tide for 
them. I thought this contest was marred by the 
long drawn out proceedings at the end . 
NOVACAST RIAN. 
WRIGHT & ROUND'S BRASS BAND NEWS. 
O XFORD AND DIS TRI C T  
l n  these, my first notes of the l\ew Year, I 
take the opportunity of thanking my many 
correspondents for their support during lhe 
past year, .'.1!1d of_
wishing them all every success 
d urmg l 9nt>. i'v1y circle of rco-ulars is ever­
growing, and bringing in band� from a wide 
area who are not otherwise covered . Thanks. 
It is with regrnt that I record the passing of 
two veterans clunng the past month, one, Mr. 
R. Damels of Abmgdon, who had been associaled 
w7th our movement for nearly 60 years, playing 
with Battersea and 'vVandsworth bands in the 
early part of the century (Ted Heath, the well­
known dance band leader, was one of his fellow­
bandsmen, the band then being under the 
direction of Mr. Heath, senior) ; he was a 
founder-member of the Rosyth Dockyard 
band during the early days of the first war, and 
secretary for a period. Coming South from his 
native Scotland, he joined up with the Abingdon 
Town band, later becoming its conductor, the 
band scoring several contesl successes under 
his direction. He also played with City of 
Oxford Military, and the 4th Berks. (T.A . )  
band for a time prior to the outbreak of  the 2nd 
\.Var. On the formation of the present Abingdon 
band, he agam took the baton until ill-health 
compelled him to resign, when he was elected a 
vice-present. He was also a Life Member of the 
the N.B .B.C. 
The other loss was that caused by the death 
of Mr. Rowland Betties, well-known in the 
North many years ago, as a horn player, but had 
not played since being resident in this area. 
His eldest son is a cornet player at Abingdon. 
One addition to my " regulars " is Aldbourne, 
where Mr. J .  Barnes has been appoinled secrel­
ary in place of Mr. E. C. Barrett, who retires 
after many years of good service to the band. 
I am pleased to know that the band is in a 
healthy position, both musically and financially, 
and much credit is due to the many hard 
workers the band possess, including Mr. F. 
Sheppard, the treasurer, Mr. H .  Palmer, enter­
tainments secretary, and, of course, the ladies' 
committee, whose efforts in fund-raising help 
the band immensely. Musically, they have had 
a successful year, with my old friend Joe Alder 
in the middle, winning the area (2ncl section) at 
Exeler ; 5Lh in the finals in London : 4th at 
Oxford and 2nd in the l st section at Re�ding. 
Swindon Town Silver also come into the 
picture, per Mr. R. Heal, who reports upon their 
Annual General Meeting, when Mr. Peaple was 
elected conductor. Mr. Brown, president, and a 
good committee appointed. The band, after a 
somewhat lean time of late, are now on the up­
grade, and hope to re-enter the contest field 
next season. Thanks, Mr. Heal. 
St. Sebastians continue to keep active, even 
if a little bit shorthandcd . Their A .G.M. showed 
a healthy state of affairs, and a busy year had 
been experienced .  Mr. Claccy still combines the 
offices of bandmaster and secretary, I note, and 
I wish him well. The balance sheet shows a 
credit of over £127 .  
' Ellesboro Silver, who have been without a 
bandmaster since the sudden passing of Bob 
Catlow, their founder-conductor, have now 
secured the serbices of Mr. E .  Arliss, who is one 
of Hazcll's euphonium players, and an ex­
Army reg-ular bandsman. I wish you every 
success, Mr. Arliss ; don't forget to keep me 
posted with news of your progress. 
From Thatcham I learn that they are still on 
their toes . The son of JHr. Denness, their secret 
ary, is now in Egypt, as a member of the band 
of the Royal 'vVarwickshire Regiment. The 
band made a presentation to him prior to his 
leaving for his service with the Forces. That­
cham will be playing at the American Air Base 
at Greenham in the near future, and arc also 
hoping to enter for the Area contest this time. 
News also comes from the band cf the R.A.F . ,  
Abingdon, per bandmaster A . F. Young, which 
won the Transport Command Band contest scme 
months ago, being adjudicated by Wing Cdr. 
Sims, and Flight Lieut. J .  R. Wallace, of Ux­
bridge. They are now styled as " Transport 
Command Prize Band, "  and Wing Cdr. Sims 
has wrilten a march for them, entilled "Abing­
don Air, " which I hope to be able to hear ere 
long. Most of the members of  lhe band are brass 
bandsmen at home, so look forward to the news 
in the band press. Shall be glad to hear from you 
again, Mr. Young. 
To the Edilor, Slaff and all fellow-bandsmen­
Greetings for 1955-may it be a better year, 
particularly in respect of the ·weather for all 
of us. 
PIU VIVO 
S O UTH WEST S CO TLAND 
I thought the attendance at Usher Hall was 
not up to the usual standard, but the playing 
on the whole was fairly good . 
There were a few surprises, Forfar were 
acclaimed good winners ; the big surprise from 
the district, was Larkhall, being promoted from 
a lower section last year ; well done. Dal­
mcllington improved on last years' performance, 
gaining 7th place. Coltness had an early draw, 
the same applied to Newmilns ; this may have 
had an effect on their performaIJce, Coltncss 
put up a fine show, and Newmilns did very well. 
Coltness gave a broadcast on Friday, l Oth 
December. The programme was of a light 
nature ; tone of band good . 
Newmilns are giving a programme in aid of 
local relief fund in the Town Hall, Sunday, 
19th December. 
Dalmellington were quite pleased at gaining 
7th place at the recent Championship Contest, 
at Edinburgh. Considering the number of well 
known and popular bands coming behind them 
it gave them quite an uplift. At the Charities 
Solo and Quartette on Saturday 1 8th their 
Juniors secured the prize for Quartette, and 
Archie Hutchison was first in the Junior Solo. 
A good achievement. 
I hear that New Cumnock were placed 7th at 
lhc London Finals and the boys are all delighted. 
Considering the bands across the border, they 
have done very >veil. 
Glad to see Tommy McNaughton and Arthur 
Opry at Edinburgh and to know that Mr. Dow 
has full charge of Ncwmilns Burgh. They 
didn't catch the adjudicator's ear, but I am 
sure we will be hca
.
ring of Newmilns in the 
near future. 
Al the A.G.M. of the Ayrshire Brass Band 
Association all the officials were re-clecled .  They 
have now been able to get the N.C.B. \Vclfarc 
interested and are looking forward to a big day 
in the Civic Theatre on nth l\farch when the 
Solo and Quartettc Contest comes off. The 
finr prizes should bring out a big entry. 
I take this opportunity of conveying the 
complimenls of the season to our Editor and 
all readers of " B. B .N ."  
REGAL. 
WIGAN NOTES 
On looking through the results and the names 
of the entries for the recent Lancashire v. 
Yorkshire contests held at Huddersfield two 
things stand out very forcibly. Firstly it appears 
that the Yorkshire contingent were far and 
away the stronger and more effi.cienl sel ; this 
has also been proved at other contests. Secondly, 
aud to my mind the most important difference, 
t�n o�t of the twelve bands_ who represented � orksnue were connected with sorr.e kind of 
works, against two bands from Lancashire in 
this fortunate position. It appears that the 2nd 
section prizes are going to be dominated in the 
same manner as lhe championship prizes. I 
cannot thmk of any remedy for this, although it 
appears a_ very sore point with some of my 
fellow scribes. I do not fancv the idea of a 
contest for non-works bands only. This could 
lead to some of our first-class non-\\·orks bands being disregarded as l st class. 
Reverting back to the contest at Hudders­
field, reports reaching me say that our Lan­
cashire bands were badly handicapped through 
illness, and s_ome of them competed under great difficulties. Perhaps they will have beller luck 
next year. 
Wigan British Legion are still holding regular 
rehearsals, and they rendered a two-hour pro­
gramme for the Old Folks in a near-by British 
Legion. There are still a few concerts to be held. 
This is certainly good news, because lack d 
vVinter work is a deadly enemy against our 
bands. I hope what I hear about some of your 
playing officials being absent from these concerts 
is not correct. The younger members of the band 
should be set an example by the officials. 
Lower Ince Temperance continue to have good 
rehearsals, although they are handicapped by 
shift work. Mr. Joe Farrimond, their conductor, 
will be seen in a new outfit when next season's 
engagements come along. 
Hy the time these notes arc published, 
vVingates Temperance will have fulfilled a date 
on the B .B.C. No doubt a number of engage­
ments will have already been booked for 1955. 
I don' t  seem lo hear much about the newly 
formed band in the Crooke district. Shall be 
glad to know how you are progressing. 
Have just been informed that Mr. Harry Gray, 
one time principal cornet for \'Vingates, has 
now joined the ranks of Munn & Felton's, after 
a spell with the John White 's band. 
MILLBA?\K 
CL YDESIDE NOTES 
I begin my notes this month wilh an explana­
tion and an apology to \Vhitburn band, iii being 
so late in offering my congratulations to them 
on their recent success in London. On noticing 
that this was not in cluded in my column last 
month, l referred to my draft notes, only to 
find that, in my anxiety to conform to the 
necessity to curtail space, I had unfortunately 
deleted that part in which I had included 
reference to their great achievement. Will 
they now accept these congratulations, and with 
them my very best wishes for their future well­
being. 
The firsl section championship on 4th Dec . ,  
will be written down as one of  the most sensa­
tional of modern times. Once again Usher Hall 
lived up to its sinister reputation for queer 
results, a remark which implies no reflection on 
the adjudicator, who, I am convinced, judged 
to the best of his ability, without fear er favour. 
Seventeen bands took part, before a dis­
appointingly small audience. (What is being 
done to remedy that alarming trend ? )  The 
playing standard was not high, which may be 
explained, partly, by the nature of the piece. 
Indeed I would say nearly every band found 
the technical difficullies of the piece just a bit 
beyond them, but at the same time one must 
pay tribute to the plucky way every conductor 
and band tackled the job, for that's how progrcs3 
is made. 
In his introductory remarks Mr. Buttress 
gave me lhe impression he was going to base 
his awards mainly on interpretation, that most 
coutroversial and elusive term on which hardly 
any two musicians will agree as to what the 
composer wanted, and it therefore struck me 
that it would be a great pity, and even an 
injustice, if good playing, with all that implies, 
were pushed into the background. To me 
interpretation is the least important part of a 
performance, although that opinion does not 
quite agree with the scale laid down by the 
S .A .B .A . ,  which is as follows. Tone (40 ) ,  Tune 
(40 ) ,  Interpretation (50 ) ,  Attack, etc. (40) , 
General effect (30 ) ,  a total of 200 points, giving 
interpretation one-fourth of the possible ! 
Also I 'm quite sure that the eminent conductors 
taking part in this contest have also studied 
Elgar very assiduously, and will therefore have 
definite opinions as to his requirements. It is 
only fair to say that Mr. Buttress awarded 
points in accordance with the scale quoted 
above, as shown in detail in the " Kirkcaldy 
Times, " who also print the remarks in full . 
Here are the awards : lst, Forfar Instrumental 
(Mr. Clayton) ;  2nd, Larkhall Silver (Mr. Telfer) ; 
3rd, Bonnybridge (Mr. Hespe) ; 4th, Hawick 
(Mr. Amos) ; 5lh, S .C.W.S .  (Mr. Jackson) ; 
6th, Parkhead Forge (Mr. Telfer) ; 7th, Dal­
mellington. Also competed : Tullis Russell, 
Bo'ness, Bowhill, Barry's, Scottish Gas Board, 
Clydebank, Coltness, Newmilns, City of Edin­
burgh, Renfrew Burgh. 
There's no use pretending the decision was 
a popular one--it wasn'l-and, in my opinion, 
less than justice was done in several instances, 
but at the same time, bands, and those running 
them, must be prepared to accept whatever 
comes in the proper spirit, however sore they 
may feel, when weeks of effort seem to have 
been dissipated. Actually the time and money 
expended can be in the nature of an investment, 
if properly applied. 
The two bands to represent us next year at 
Albert Hall will, therefore, be Forfar and 
Larkhall, and let me wish them, sincerely, my 
very best wishes in lhat great adventure. 
Forfar have been there before, but never as 
Scottish Champions, so their responsibility in­
creases by virtue of their winning that great 
honour for the first time, which they did by a 
great performance, ably led by Mr. Clayton, so 
recently returned from New Zealand. Larkhall 
have come Lo the front fairly rapidly, and will 
be making their debut al Albert Hall, but their 
conductor Mr. Telfer, an old campaigner, has 
had experience lhere and will guide and direct 
their preparation wisely. Very hearty con­
gratulations to both our hopes. 
The letters from " Secretary " and " Amateur" 
in recent issues, have brought me a shoal of 
replies, but still not one in de fence of " Sham­
amatcu rism ." I do wish lhesc correspondents 
had written direct to the Editor. However here 
arc some excerpts. " Amateur's " remark that 
the whole thing lies with the delegates at the 
A.G.M. has brought the retort that the onus 
is really on the Executive, who presumably, in 
revising lhe rules a few years ago, allowed the 
badly worded rule to pass, and so left a loophole 
for unscrupulous people to exploit. Several 
others agree that the late :\fr. Lawson would 
have taken immediate steps to stop the ramp, 
and would have enforced discipline. ,\nother 
irate writer feels sore at the Executive member, 
who, ins lead of caliing the attention of the 
Executive to the weakness of the rule as it 
stood, as it was his duty to do, instead used it 
to the advantage of his own band, then em­
barking on a campaign of re-construction, in­
volving payments to players amounting to a 
weekly wage. Yet another writer thinks the 
cffending band should table a motion to delete 
the word amateur from the title of the Associa­
tion, and so show the courage of their con­
victions, while yet another, with a sense of 
grim humour, suggests that the rabbit disease, 
myxomatosis, has been infected, which will 
spread until it utterly destroys our movement, 
unless an anlidote is quickly found . 
The Glasgow Charities ' Association held a 
solo and quartette . contest in a Co operative 
Hall, Glasgow, on a recent Saturday. As my 
work had then necessitated my being out of 
town, I arranged for a reliable deputy to give 
me a report for the benefit of our readers, 
which he did, and for which I thank him. Again 
the attendance was meagre, a very discouraging 
response indeed to the committee, striving so 
hard to cater for brass bands' needs in this 
locality. Are the organisers satisfied, however, 
thal lhe advertising was adequate ? The hall 
is ideally suited for such an event, and most 
comfortable in every way. Also teas were 
served on the premises at reasonable prices. The 
only drawback is Lhal ils location is not quite 
central, but still it is not so far from the City 
centre by 'bus or tram-a few minutes journey 
only. Mr. Buttress adjudicated, and had a busy 
day, begmnmg with quartettes in the afternoon 
and soloists in the evening. Here arc his awards : 
Quartettes : lst, Barry's Trombones ; 2nd, 
Clydebank Basses ; 3rd, Parkhead Trombones ; 
4th, Clydebank Trombones : 5th, Gas Board 
(mixed) .  Also competed : Clydebank (mixed) ,  
S.C.W.S. (mixed ) ,  Dalmellington , S .C.W.S. (No. 
2 ) ,  Parkhead Forge. 
Junior Quartettes : Dalmcllington (one entry 
only) . Solos (Junior) : lst, A. Hutchison ; 
2nd, A. l\'Iill s ; 3rd, S .  Adams. Nine entries. 
Solos (Senior) : lst, W. Wood (Horn) ; 2nd, 
G. Gilmour (Trombone) ; 3rd, J .  MacMillan 
(Baritone) ; 4th, W. Ward (Trombone) ; 5th 
(equal) : W. Barr (Camel) ,  A. Clucas (Cornet) 
and J .  McCahill. 25 entries, 2 withdrawals. 
Some very fine quartette and solo playing 
was heard in all sections, giving a most enjoyable 
entertainment. Several very promising young­
sters took part, of whom. more will be heard 
later. Three soloists from Barrow Shipyard 
band, with their own accompanist, competed, 
and all acquitted themselves well, although not 
in the prize list. You were very welcome, 
gentlemen , and we hope you will return at the 
earliest possible opportunity. 
And now, as I complete my task for another 
year, my sincere wish to one and all is lhal 
1955 may bring greater prosperity, happiness, 
and progress than ever before, and may all 
officials, players and conductors work together 
to that end, for only thus will our great move­
menl survive. The future is in our hands . 
" A  Guiel New Year. "  
BEN LOMOND 
���-+----
BA SS PLAYING 
A good bass section is  an extremely valuable 
asset to a band. The importance of the bass is 
not always fully appreciated ; many bandsmen 
think that when a player has failed to " make 
good " on other parts he still need not be wasted . 
" Put him on the bass, " they say. 
lt does sometimes happen that a player who is 
musically sound, but physically unsuited for a 
smaller instrument, may find his true vocation on 
a bass. \.Ye know some of our best bass players 
who never felt quite at home until they got on the 
E-flat bombardon or BE-flat bass. 
But if a man is a failure musically on another 
instrument, if he has no ear for tune, no feeling 
for time and rhythm, no capacity as an executant, 
then he certainly will not be a success on the bass. 
On the contrary, his failure there will be perhaps 
even more pronounced and detrimental to the 
band. 
The bass is not only the foundalion of a band, 
it is also its regulator, governor, or pendulum. 
The importance of the bass in harmonies is 
paramount-bad intonation or untuncfulncss in 
the bass is especially harmful. 
The bass player needs to be a tuneful player, a 
sympathetic player, a player with a keen sense of 
rhythm, and, if the band is lo play music beyond 
the elementary class, a capable executant. 
The principal bass, both on account of its pitch 
and its great breadth of tone, is the BB-tlat. But 
its companion, the E-flat bombardon, is indis­
pensable, and in a sense et1ually important, for 
only by using both can the bass parts be enriched 
by octaving, over cerlain ranges, and the E-flat, 
by its higher pitch, helps to sustain the BB-flat 
and give it strength and solidity on its upper 
notes. 
Players who take up the basses by preference 
show thereby that they possess some appreciation 
of the deeper and less obvious beauties of music, 
and fortunate is lhe band which counts four 
such men in its bass encl .  
The bass player needs, perhaps, to cultivate 
purity of tone even more than any other player, 
for the effect of a pure, resonant bass seems to 
permeate all through a band and to weld the 
aggregate tones into one sonorous mass. On the 
contrary, a poor-toned, tubby-sounding bass 
seems incapable of attaching itself to the band, 
and sounds a thing apart from it. 
The glory of a bass is its lower register, and the 
lower octave, G to G, is worth all the pains a 
player will take to master it. Bass players who 
cannot play those lower notes with clear, full tone 
and correct intonation fail on the most important 
range of their instruments. The practice of that 
register should be the special hobby of a bass 
player. \\'hen he feels that he produces that 
register masterfully he can count he has done 
somelhing specially valuable to his band. 
The demands of music of a fairly advanced 
grade require that the players should be able to 
play over fully two octaves from G below to G 
above the stave. The upper four notes are only 
requ1red as a rule when the bass has a melodic 
subject or an arpeggio figure, but no player 
should be content with a lesser range ; though 
the highest notes may not be often required they 
need to be there when wanted. 
Much practice is required to master both the 
lower and the higher notes of those two octaves. 
The lower notes become weak and husky unless 
regularly practised, and the lips need to be 
trained to control their pitch with certainty, the 
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tendency being for those low notes to be pro­
duced flat if the lips be weak and flabby. This 
is particularly the case with the large-bored 
BB-flat. \Ve don't imply that the iqstrumcnts 
are not true-but that only the mas' crly player 
can play them true. The players ..,. ican play 
properly only from C to C are bui 'l!'t playing 
their instruments. .r.. 
As regards the upper notes. lhe .JB-flat player 
in particular will need to pay special attention to 
his D, E-flat, and E. The size of his mouthpiece 
and the volume of air in his instrument perhaps 
make it difficult for him to play up to pitch on 
lhe fingering commonly used, and if he finds it so 
he should invariably use the same fingering as 
for the octave below. 
The basses are, we said, the pendulum of the 
band. The rhythmic effect is very largely at their 
mercy, and they, more than any other section, 
can make or mar the rhythm. Bass players should 
make a special study of various rhythmic 
measures. They can give the ·whole band a feeling 
of ordered motion, or they can cancel all sense of 
impulse and movement if they play without 
accentuation, or with misplaced accentuation. 
For instance, if in accompanying a march they 
have a series of two crotchets to the bar, they 
will add greatly to the " swing " and impulse of 
the music if they are careful to play with correct 
accent. The players who give all the crotchets 
equal weight are cancelling the rhythm, and 
though the band marches along the music does 
not feel as if it, too, was in motion. It sounds 
as if its legs were stiff. 
That is the simplest form. of rhythm, a regular 
series of accented and unaccented beats alter­
nately, and yet even this is very often played 
incorrectly, the unaccented beat being played 
just like the olher-a very stiff effect. Our 
experience is that if the bass section give good 
rhythm lhe rest of the band is very likely Lo fall 
in with them. \Vhen we observe in a judge's 
remarks " Rhythm good " we at once give 
credit to the basses. 
More varied rhythms require, of course, more 
care still. There is three-four, with one accented 
pulse and two unaccented pulses. There is 
common time with its heaviest accent on 1 and a 
lighter accent on 3. Yes, study of rhythms, and 
a keen ear to appreciate them, is very important 
in bass playing. 
In this connection we may remark on the fact 
that of all parts, the basses need to be most keen 
to come to the beat. The big instruments are 
slowest to respond to the tongue, therefore the 
players should be almost anticipating the beat, 
and very emphatic with the action of the tongue. 
A bass which gets every note < > always sounds 
late to the beat. The bass especially should 
always strive to get a clean and timely production 
of every note. If only one bass lags behind the 
necessary unity is lost. 
Staccato notes often lead basses to attempt lo 
do more than is required from them. An 
extremely pointed and short staccato is not in 
the nature of a big bass. The instrument must 
have time to speak. It cannot-nor is it desirable 
for it to-play a pecking staccato devoid of any 
resonance. The great point is to get it prompt to 
the tempo. In an orchestra the corresponding 
staccato 1s obtamed by plucking the strino-s 
instead of playing them with the bow, a;d 
though the notes so obtained are short and 
detached they are not ultra-short and pecking. 
As regards execution, only those who play 
basses or have considered them closely realise 
that a bass player may be less nimble than a 
cornet player and yet be, considering the 
instruments, the cleverer executant. The bass 
valves have a longer action , the instruments do 
not respond so quickly to articulation, and 
respiration is needed more frequently. The 
legitimate calls on a bass do not need a cornet 
player's facility, but as much is demanded the 
players will do well to acquire as much facility 
as the instruments permit, but never sacrificing 
quality to velocity. 
A body of four basses can always play well 
within comfortable bounds, and yet produce 
ample volume. The most unsatisfying band is 
the one which is all top and bottom, and very 
often this is not the fault of the middles. 
Long passages are sometimes given to the 
basses-such as a number of bars full of quavers 
-which may extend over a whole strain. Or 
perhaps lhe bass has a pedal note to be sustained 
over a dozen bars. These would not be prac­
licable if but one instrument were allotted to 
the part. But the comp_oscr or arranger knew that there would be four mstruments, and relied 
on their intellegence to so work in support of 
each other as to make the part possible. In the 
case of a long section filled with quavers, there 
is no difficulty if the players act together on an 
ai;-ranged pl<i:n, each leaving out a quaver at different pomts, an unaccented quaver, and 
resuming on the next one. On this plan four 
pl.ayers can keep the passage going indefinitely without any apparent break. That is easy. More 
skill is needed to keep up a long and unbroken 
sustained note, but it is quite possible by co­
operat10n, pre-arrangement, and care. Unless 
these matters arc so arranged we shall have the 
not uncommon experience of hearing each of the 
four hanging on to his utmost capacity-and all 
collapsing at the same time. 
C O RNISH N O T E S  
l t  i s  o f  interest to  note that Hoscastle band 
at their annual meeting, reported a balance in 
hand of £244 6s. l Od .  
The brass_ instrument competitions at Cornish 
musical festivals have received splendid support 
from Cornish bandsmen. At \Vadebridcre the 
adjudic'.Llor, Mr. Head, expressed his ple�ure 
at hearmg such fine brass players. 
At St . . Austell, competition was very keen, and the Judge, :VIr. Douglas Guest, organist of 
Salisbury CaU1edral, congratulated all lhosc 
who took part, and said that the "ood shade and 
colour of the music was gcner�lly well em­
phasised. He said the playing of the Falmouth 
Town band quartette for basses was worth 
going a long way to hear, and asked them to 
play a repeat of their tesl piece. 
St. Stythian 's Methodist Church choir and the 
local Male Voice choir combined in � concert 
which ended with the si'il"ging of the "Hallclui'lh 
Chorus, " to the accompaniinent of St. S 1�n's 
Silver band. " • 
Formed in 19 12  the �'f:st Band Festival at 
Bugle, is to be held on _, ' une l Sth next. At a 
meeting of the committee the tes.t pieces adapted were : Class A, grand selt �hon : Seremde, 
" Eine Kleine N achtm usik " (:\1.., · �  ; Chorus : 
" And the Glory of the Lord " (Hane 'i ) IW. & 
R. ) .  Cla s B : Selection : " Rigoletto " (Verdi) 
(W. & R.) ; • " Nimrod " (Elgar ) .  Class C. : 
l\Iarch, " Salute the Brave " (Chas. \Varel ) 
(W. & R. ) .  The adjudicator is l\Ir. W. A.  
Schole.s. The Festival's high reputation for the fostermg of good music and keen competition 
should be worthily maintained. 
CORNUBIAN 
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C ON TEST RESULTS 
BODM''Y South \Vest Association, ::\o"."em-
ber 6th . · rst section : l, Redrut_h Silver 
(Conduct Teasdale) ; 2, Bodmm Town 
(W. D. La" n) ; 3, Helston Town (C. L. 
Hender) .  Second section : 1, Newton Abbot 
T (\V Oliver) · .2. Launceston Mumc1pal cll . W}f. K. \valter) ; ' 3, Lostwithiel Silver (W. D. 
Lawton) .  Third section : l ,  Wadebndge �ow
n 
Silver (A. H. Dawes) ; . 2, St. Issef Sil
ver 
(W. Hill ) .  Juvenile section : �· Bodmm T�wn 
J · (W D Lawton) · 2, \Vmcanton Jumors un10rs . · ' . 
(M. Whitcombe) . Playing while on the march
: 
1 Bodmin Town ; 2, Helston Town. Deport­�ent (judged while on the march) : 1 ,  E'.els�on T . 9 Bodmin Town ; 3, Lostw1tluel ; 0'\Vll I ..., 
4. �ewton Abbot ; 5, Redruth. 
KENSI:--l"GTON.-Solo and Quartet_ Contest, 
November 13th. Open Sol_os (Adjud1?at?r, 
P. B. Catelinet) : l st, B. Pernns (J ?hn Dickm­
son) ; :?nd, T. Evans (Hanwell )  _; 3rd, J .  Cole 
(Coleford Town) ;  4th, tied, D. Alison (Dartford) 
and B. Smith (Marston Valley) . Junior Solos 
(Adjudicator C. I. Yorat_h)  : l st, T. Dewhurst 
(Hanwell) ; 2nd, D. Abson (Dartford ) ; 3rd, 
D . J .  Deakin (Marston Valley) ; 4th, J .  P. 
Elson (Tilbury) . Bass Quartets : l st, Dartford 
and Erith ; 2nd, West Chiltington Silver. 
Grade A Quartets : l st, Hanwell B, ;  2_nd, 
Marston Valley A ;  3rd, Han well A ;  4th, tied, 
Banwell C and John Dickinson. Grade B 
Quartets : l st, Lingfield Silver ; 2nd, Kensing­
ton Silver ; 3rd, Tilbury ; 4th, Dartford and 
Erith. 
WIGAN.-20th November, " Moments with 
Wagner " (W. & R. ) .  l st Prize, Wharncliffe 
Silkstone Colliery (Edmund Hoole) ; 2nd, 
Cadishead Public (J . Stephens) ; 3rd, Lindley 
(P. Wadsworth) ; 4th, Holme Silver (A. Robin­
son). Prize for best local band, Blackrod Public 
(Percy Bullough) .  Miniature Cup for youngest 
competitor, David Darby, Eccles Borough Band. 
Twenty-one bands competed. Adjudicator, 
Harold :Moss. 
HOL}IBRIDGE. Championship Quartette 
Contest of the North of England, 20th Novem­
ber. l st prize, Edge Hill B.R., (A) ; 2nd, 
Y.E.W.C.0. Works (No. 1 )  ; 3rd, Houghton 
}fain ; 4th, Y.E.\i\T.C.O. Works (No. 2 ) .  Eleven 
entries. Adjudicator, Mr. David Aspinall. 
READI�G---20th �ovember. Seclion 1 ,  
Brass. l st prize, Marston Valley (G. H. Cross­
land) ; 2nd, Aldbourne Silver (J . G. Alder) ; 
..3rd Dartford & Erith Silver (S. Newstead) ; ; 
4th'. :Markham & District (T. Collinson) .  Thir­
teen bands competed. Adjudicator, Mr. . G. 
Hespe. Championship Section, Brass. lst pnze, 
Hazells, Aylesbury (G. H. Crossland) ; 2nd, 
Raunds Temperance (0. Pentelow) ; 3rd, 
High Wycombe (P. B. Catelinet) ; 4th, Fish­
ponds B.L. (A. G. Lloyd) .  Seven bands. com­
peted. Adjudicator, Mr. G. Hespe. Military 
Band Section-l st, Epsom B.L. (N. Bettmson) ; 
2nd, Lymington Borough (F. J .  S. Loveday) ; 
3rd, S. Staffs T.A. (C. S. Evans) .  Five bands 
competed. Adjudicator, Lt.-Col. Meredith 
Roberts. Section 2-Brass : " Moments with 
Wagner " (W. & R. ) .  l st, Cwmaman Institute 
(W. J .  Wood) ; 2nd, Pillowell Silver (K. 
Andrew) ; 3rd, Upper Rhondda Workmen's 
(E. J .  Richards) . Twelve bands competed. 
Adjudicator, Lt.-Col. Meredith Roberts. Section 
3-Brass : " Wayside Scenes " (W. & R. ) .  l st, 
Sandhurst Silver (G. Hughes) ; 2nd, Cholsey 
Silver (G. Watkins) ; 3rd, Witney Town (W. 
Allen) ; 4th, Boro. of Brackley (J . R. Macbeth) ;  
5th, East Berks Silver (J . Clark ) .  Nmet�en 
bands competed. Adjudicator, Mr. J .  R. l\fa1or. 
SOWERBY BRIDGE (Yorkshire) .  Slow 
Melody Contest (Own Choice) November 27th. 
Junior Section : lst, Stuart Broadbent (Hade 
Edge Silver ; 2nd, Frank A. Renton (Bla_c
k 
Dyke Juniors ) ; 3rd, J .  B. Sykes (.Lmthwa1te 
Silver) . 26 Soloists played. Open Section : l st, 
H. H. Howarth (C.W.S. ,  Manchester) ; 2nd, 
D. Danks (Brighouse & Rastrick) ; 3rd, C. Rush­
worth (Bickershaw Colliery) ; Best Bass, Neil 
West (Hebden Bridge) .  2 6  Soloists played. 
Adjudicator, Lieut. John Fletcher. 
EASL -GTON, �.CB. Championship, Co. 
Durham, 28th November. " Mendclssohn's 
Works " (W. & R. ) .  l st, Harton Colliery ; 2nd, 
Crookhall Colliery ; 3rd, Easington Public. 
Adjudicator, Mr. Harry Mileman. 
HUDDERSFIELD, Association Contest. 4th 
December. Section " A,"  " Moments with 
Wagner " (W. & R. ) .  First prize, Lockwood 
(J .  Pearson) ; 2nd, Lindley (P. Wadsworth) ; 
3rd, Hinchliffe Mill (H. Haigh) . Ten bands 
entered. Section " B." " In Days of Old " 
(W. & R.)  l st, Gomersal Mills (F. Braithwaite); 
2nd, Horsley (A. H .  Beardsell) ; 3rd, Thurl­
stone (J .  C. Fisher) .  Eight bands entered. 
Adjudicator, Mr. J .  Boddice. 
BRISTOL-Kingswood Evangel Mission 
Band. l lth December. Section 1 .  Quartettes. 
First prize, Melingriffith A (T. J .  Powell) ; 
second, Sparkingham Trombones (0. \i\T. H. 
Adlam) ; third, Melingriffith Basses (T. J .  
Powell) . Thirteen parties entered. Section 2, 
Quartettes. First, Kingsway Silver (A. Watts) ; 
second, Bath Spa Imperial ("W. Horler) ; third, 
Penhill (L. Carpenter) .  Twelve parties entered. 
Section 3, Slow Melodics. First, H. Nunn ; 
.second, D. Brown ; third, A. Carpenter ; best 
bass, G. Atkiris. Forty-three entries. Section 4, 
Slow Melodies, Juniors. First, D. Jenkins ; 
second, R. J .  Phelps ; third, Jennifer \Vatts. 
Fourteen entries. Adjudicator, Mr. A. Irons. 
FARNWO RTH & DISTRICT 
Farnworth Old competed at Huddersfield in 
the Yorkshire v. Lancashire Contest. Although 
unsuccessful, even some of the Y orkshiremen 
agreed that they were worthy of a prize for 
their performance of thf! very difficult test-piece. 
\\'harncliffe Silkstone )!;:re worthy winners of 
the first prize, but only the judge himself knows 
how n"-;;;;;;.:ved at cond and third. One of 
the worst perior an.," of the day secured a 
prize. However Parn ' orth are not grumbling 
as they enjoyed a granr.' day out and gained more 
expenence At t - e of writing they are pre­
parmg for the C.!_i stmas programme and are to 
give concer. ,  /m local hospitals. In the Winter 
Gar m;�olton, recently, they gave a concert 
to a packed audience. 
Kearsley are now sellled in their new head­
quarters and already have applied for per­
mission to enlarge their premises. 
Of Walkden I hear nothing, although I 
believe they are still at Hilltop. 
Best wishes for New Year to all bands and 
bandsmen. FARNWORTHIAN. 
WRIGHT & ROUND'S BRA.SS .BAN D NEWS. 
HUDD ERSnELD N O T ES 
The Yorkshire and Lancashire Contest held 
in the Town Hall was a great success, both 
from a playing and a financial standpoint. There 
were some excellent performances and the hall 
was filled to overflowing, which gives much 
thought to the question of Sunday contests. 
The Huddersfield and District Brass Band 
Association wirtter contests were held in the 
Town Hall. In spite of the very bad weather 
a good audience listened to some very good 
playing. Mr. J .  Boddice adjudicated, owing to 
the illness of Mr. J .  \V. Wood, and I thought 
he gave good decisions in spite· of a section of 
the audience who thought otherwise and did not 
forget to show the feeling. I wonder when 
bandsmen will learn to be sportsmen and 
accept their defeat like men. 
Lindley have done well lately, second in the 
Inter-County coritcst, and agairL second at the 
Association Contest. They have had a good 
season and we can depend on Mr. P. \'Vadsworth 
keeping the members interested during the 
winter months. 
Lockwood secured the honours irL Section A 
at the Association contest ; conducted by 
Mr. J .  Pearson they gave a good performance. 
In recent weeks they have been entertaining 
the local Darby and Joan members and also 
the Blind Society. 
Gomersal Mills were worthy wirtners in 
section B. This band appear to be coming back 
lo form again and we can depend on Mr. F .  
Braith·waite keeping them hard at  i t  for future 
events. 
Hanley under Mr. A. Beardsal did well at 
the Association contest. This band have been 
hard hil recently but appear to be on the 
up grade once more. 
Clayton West under Mr. G. Hallas and 
Denby Dale conducted by Mr. F. Braithwaite 
also gave good accounts of themselves and were 
fancied to be well up the list. 
:Meltham and Meltham Mills Band have had 
one or two men on trial lately for the vacant 
position of bandmaster. I hope they succeed in 
their efforts as there is a good combination for 
the right man. 
Slaithwaite have been advertising for a solo 
trombone player recently and I hope they have 
secured a good man. The band appeared lo be 
off form at the Inter-County contest but we can 
depend on the Hill Top boys pulling themselves 
together again. 
Marsden Silver are holding a Slow Melody 
contest in their bandroom. Mr. J .  vV. Kaye is 
the adjudicator and I hope to be present at 
the event. 
OLD TR0::.\1BOKE. 
..... 
BANDSMEN 'S COLLEGE OF 
MUSIC 
RESULT OF THE AUTUMN EXAMS. 
B .B .C . M .  (Bandmastership ) Diploma. 
Mr. �orman Hudson, Clcckheaton. 
Mr. Clifford Edmunds, Cowley, nr. Oxford. 
ELEMENTARY GRADES 
(P-Pass. P.M.-Pass with Merit. 
P .H.-Pass with Honours) 
PRIMARY Th. 
R. Butters Manchester . .  P.M. 
J. Lewis Manchester . . P.M. 
A. F. Barratt Manchester . .  P.H. 
I .  Hammond Manchester . .  P.H. 
K. Elliott Staveley . .  P. 
T. Gauntrey Staveley . .  P.M. 
B. Chew Dorchester . .  P.H. 
ELEMENTARY 
T. Bennellick Crowthorne . .  P.M. 
I NTERMEDIATE 
B. Calvert Manchester . .  P H. 
. .  P.M. D. Davies Oldham 
M. Bailey Staveley 
vV. R. Burnside Belfast 
. .  P. 
. .  P.H. 
M. V. Octer Dorchester . .  P.M. 
ADVANCED 
Pr. 
P.M. 
P. 
P.H. 
P.M. 
P. 
P.M. 
P.H. 
P.M. 
P.H. 
P . 
P . 
P . 
P.H. 
G. Boult Standish . .  P.lVI. P. 
Examiners-DIPLOMA : Dr. Denis \Vright, 
Dr.Mus. ; Majo:r Willcocks, M.V.O., M.B'.E., 
A.R.C.M., P.S.M. ; Cyril I .  Yorath, B.B.C.M. 
(London) ; George Thompson, B.B.C.M., 
L.G.S.M. ; J. H.  Pearson (Manchesler) .  
Elementary Grades : J .  H .  Pearson ; 
Ronald Yarwood, B.B.C.M., L.T.C.L. ; H. 
Collier (Manchester) ; Andrew Forbes, B.B.C.M. 
(Belfast) ; Cyril I. Yorath, B.B.C.M. (London) ;  
John Baldwin, B.B.C.M., L.G.S.M. (:N"otting­
ham) ; Herbert L. Kearsley, B.B.C.M. (West 
Calder) ; \Valter Steventon, B.B.C.M. (Maiden­
head) ; J .  B. Yorke, B.B.C.M. (Yeovil) .  
DIPLOMA : Paper-work, all centres, by 
Dr. Denis vVright. 
The Board wishes to express its thanks to all 
the examiners, the Cheetham Hill Band, Wood 
Green Silver, West Calder Quartette, and 
Enfield Central Quartette. Also to Mr. R. M. 
Dixon, who arranged for us to use rooms at the 
rear of the Kings Hall, Belle Vue, for the 
Diploma examinations at Manchester. We very 
deeply appreciate this very fine gesture. Also 
to Mr. Kenneth Horton, B.B.C.M., for the very 
fine assistance in arranging the examinations for 
those taking the diploma examination in Lon­
don. Help like this does ease the burden of the 
secretary. 
In the Diploma examination, many again 
failed because of their inexperience with the 
baton, and their failure to conduct and teach 
up to the desired standard. Many people taking 
this very important examination would be well 
advised to have a few lessons on conducting, so 
grasping much better the " Art of Conducting."  
In the grade examinations many candidates 
did very well indeed, being awarded high marks 
in both sections. As many of these candidates 
are between the ages of 9 years-1 6  yrs., these 
boys and girls can feel very proud of their 
achievements, and their painstaking efforts with 
their studies over the last few months. 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS for 1954 
" J . C. Dyson " Memorial Award-A. F. 
Barratt (Manchester) for the best Primary 
candidate. 
" Stanley Jenkinson " Scholarship-T. 
Bennellick (Crowthorne) for the best Element­
are candidate. 
" Stanley Jenkinson " Scholarship - B. 
Calvert (Manchester) for the best Intermediate 
candidate. 
" John Henry Iles " Prize-Mr. Robert 
Oughton ( Tewark on Trent) for the best 
B .B.C.M. Bandmastership candidate. 
Late Exam. Result-
Preparatory to Diploma-D. Thorne (Pass) 
Full details of the next examination will be 
sent on request, as also will any past examina­
tion papers to any requiring same, to get a better. 
understanding of the respective grades. 
Secretary, Mr. H. RYDER, " Rosemede, " 
614 Moor Road, Bestwood, Notts. 
D ERB YSHIRE NOTES 
I would like to take this opportunity to wish 
all my fellow colleagues a " Happy and Pros­
perous New Year, " hoping it will be an eventful 
year for all brass bands. 
I am given to understand that the Derby 
Railway Works Band's 3rd Annual Solo and 
Quartettc Contest was a success. I am able to 
give the results collated from the columns of 
a local evenirtg newspaper. Quartette Section : 
l ,  City of Leicester Special Constabulary ; 
2, Leicester Imperial ; 3, Thoresby Colliery 
Welfare. Matlock Juniors won the " Dennis 
Challenge Cup " for Best Junior Quartette. 
Solo, Junior Section : 1, Alan Thomkin (Desford 
Colliery \i\Telfare) ; 2, Julien Dealey (Fleckney 
Silver Prize) ; 3, Pauline Bingham (Thoresby 
Colliery) .  Adjudicator, Mr. J .  Fletcher (Dove 
Holes) . Solo, Senior Section : 1, M. Cutts 
(Ferodo Works) ; 2, B. E. Clarke (Leicester 
Imperial) ; 3, J .  Priestley (Kirkby Colliery 
Welfare) also winner of Bass Special. Adjudi­
cator, Mr. S. Smith (Teversal) .  Mr. J .  vV. 
Tattcrshaw was organising Secretary. 
Castle Donington Junior School Brass Band 
recently assisted in entertaining members of 
the Castle Donington Darby and Joan Club. 
Boy instrumentalists from Shelthorpe School, 
Loughborough, and the Castle Donington Youth 
Club Brass Band also helped. All three bands 
massed under Mr. J .  L. Doughty, Conductor 
and composer of " Donington Youth," signature 
March of the Castle Donington Junior School. 
Belper S .A.  recently celebrated their 74th 
Anniversary. On this occasion 1.hey were 
honoured by a visit from the Ilkeston Citadel 
Band who rendered a fine programme of music. 
Derby Citadel recently visited the Ripley S.A. 
Hall in connection with the Ripley S.A. Corps 
Anniversary. 
Huthwaite Prize, under the Conductorship 
of Mr. C. A. Cooper, recently entertained lhe 
Old People of Tibshelf in the Tibshelf High 
Street Methodist Church Schoolroom. Miss 
Jean Cooper gave cornet solos. 
It wou Id be interesting to learn what progress 
the following bands are making. Stanley 
Common and District ; Derby Cordon Street 
Mission ; Crich United Silver Prize ; Ripley 
Silver ; Shirland Miners' Welfare ; Matlock 
Juniors ; Heage Silver, and others about whom 
we have not heard anything of late. It would 
be a very nice New Year Greeting if Secretaries 
of these and other local bands could send in 
some news regarding the activities of their 
respective bands. Just a sheet of paper, envelope 
and one 2td. stamp, plus a little of your time 
mixed with a little intuition would make 
digestible reading for our colleagues who 
are incapacitated perhaps as playing members, 
but still interested. 
ENTRCSIAST. 
���-·+-��� 
GLOU CESTERSHIRE N O T E S  
Association news : A general meeting of  the 
Gloucestershire Association took place on 
November 20th when the financial report was 
given of the contest held at Gloucester on 
September 1 8th . Mr. F. A. A. Etheridge, the 
Secretary, in his statement, said he regretted 
that there was a loss to report on the venture, 
but fortunately there was enough money in the 
bank to cover the deficiency. The grading of 
the bands for 1 955 was the chief business down 
for discussion that day, and here it was much 
regretted that more member bands were not 
represented for this important item. After 
giving most careful consideration to this matter 
the grading resulted as follows : Section 1 ,  
Albion Dockyard, Fishponds British Legion ; 
Section 2, R. A. Lister Social Club, Cinderford 
Town, City of Hereford, Lydney Town, Lyd­
brook Silver, Yorkley Onward, and Pillowell ; 
Section 3, Stroud District, Circncester Silver, 
Berry Hill, Nailsworth and Horsley, Newent 
Town, Severn Tunnel, and Bream. It was 
unanimously agreed that the decision of the 
meeting regarding the grading be final a:::i.d no 
objections would be entertained as all Association 
bands had been notified of the meeting held for 
this purpose. The gradings have been forwarded 
to the Area Committee at Exeter. 
Gloucester City British Legion, together with 
quite a number of supporters, paid a visit to 
Kingswood, \Votton-undcr-Edge on Friday 
evening, November 19th and gave a concert in 
the Church Schoolroom in aid of School funds. 
The band, numbering 25 performers under 
the conduclorship of Mr. 0. W. H. Adlam, 
gave an excellent pi:ogramme of Marches, 
Selections and hymn tunes which was very much 
enjoyed by the large audience present. Inter­
spersed with these items were vocal duets very 
well rendered by Mrs. Tunley and Mrs. Mitchell. 
A member of the band also gave an amusing 
monologue. The Rector, the Rev. F. R. W. 
Read, in thanking the band for coming to 
Kings wood and giving them such a splendid 
programme, congratulated them on the satis­
factory progress made, as he understood that 
the band had only been formed a few months 
ago. Speaking on behalf of those present he 
yvished the band every success and hoped that 
111 the near future a relurn visit ·would be 
possible. Refreshments were served to the 
members after the concert, by the ladies' com­
mittee of the Church. This band also gave a 
concert at the Gloucester Prison on November 
24th and were at \tVinchcombe on December 
3rd ; both events went off very well and were 
much appreciated. 
The Sparkingham Trombones paid a visit to 
Markham (Mon . )  on December 4th and com­
peted in the Quartette Section ; on this occasion, 
however, they were not in the prizes. The 
following Saturday, December l lth, they were 
at_ the Quartettc Contest organised by the 
Kmgswood Evangel Prize Band, Bristol ; here 
they were more fortunate, gaining a second 
pnze. 
The Solo and Quartette Contest organised by 
the Kingswood Evangel Prize Silver Band took 
place on Saturday, December l lth and was held 
at the Evangel Mission Hall, Kingswood, 
Bristol .  Entries were very good and the contest 
was very well patronised by bands and the 
general public ; amongst them were many 
fnends whom I was very pleased to meet, viz. , 
Mr. 0.  vV. H. Adlam with his Sparkingham 
Trombones ; Mr. T. J .  Powell from Cardiff ; 
Mr. N. Barnett (Lydbrook) ; the veteran 
Horace Jones formerly of Yorkley ; Mr. Alwyn 
Lloyd (Fishponds) who by the way had a 
quartettc party of boys, it being their first 
performance in public and they certainly put 
up a good show; Mr. M. Softley (Albion Dock­
yard) ; Mr. A. Watts and his son Ralph ( Kings­
wood C.D. ) ; Mr. W. Miller ; Mr. A .  Quirk ; 
not forgetting, of course, my colleague " Western 
Boom." Unfortunately I had to leave before 
the events were over, so I am very much in­
debted to Mr. E. J .  Foreman the Secretary and 
Organiser for sending me on the results which 
-
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by F. W. Moller. Arranged for Brass an d Reed Band by Roger Barsotti 
CARD SIZE : Brass Band 3/6 Brass & Reed 4/- Military Band 4/6 
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New Arrangement by Roger Barsotti Brass Band l/· Brass and Reed 3/6 
BOSWORTH & CO. LTD., 1 4/ 1 8  Heddon St., Regent St., London, W. I .  
will be found in the appropriate column. Con­
gratulations to him and his commiltee for such 
a well organised contest and to the ladies for 
looking after the wants of the inner man so well. 
Mr. Foreman, in his letter, said that they will 
make a profit alright which will ensure having 
another event next year. (Very glad to hear 
this) . 
The Evangel Band had a very busy time at 
Xmas. They were at the Kingswood \Vesleyan 
Church on December 12th ; on the 15th they 
played carols for the aged and needy at the 
Bethesda Independent Methodist Church, Sound­
well ; on Friday the l 7th a concert to the inmates 
of Hanham Hall, Hanham ; on the 23rd they 
toured the city with the " Bristol Evening Post " 
Mobile Illuminated Bandstand ; and on Xmas 
morning their usual tour of Kingswood, playing 
carols. Again thank you, Mr. Foreman ; shall 
be pleased to hear from you at any time. 
I understand that the demonstration lecture 
arranged to take place at Gloucester on Decem­
ber 4th was postpoJled, for what reason I do not 
know as I have had no news as to why. 
City of Gloucester's new junior band hope to 
give a concert in February so I hear. 
A very successful concert took place at 
� cwent on December l st in a id of the Congre­
gational Church funds. Taking part were the 
Xewent Town Band under Mr. Etheridge ; the 
Gloucester Park Street Handbell l�ingers ; 
Dorothy Bevan, contralto ; and Eileen Smith 
elocutionist. The party were heartily thanked by 
the Rev. Ben Davies for their efforts which were 
much appreciated. 
Gloucester S.A. Band paid very successful 
weekend visits to Coventry and Exeter recently. 
They have several more bookings shortly to 
fulfil. I hear that they are now about 40 strong. 
WESTERN ST AR. 
LAN CASTER & DISTRI C T  
Storey's o f  Lancaster, under Mr. A. E .  
Brownbill, are having good rehearsals and 
playing very well indeed. They gave a first class 
concert on a recent Sunday evening. It was 
their annual event at the R.A.I .  The band and 
soloists excelled themselves, and the large 
company of the staff and guests very much 
appreciated the programme which was highly 
praised by all present. Mr. Brownbill keeps the 
band in contesting style at all engagements. 
Congratulations, Mr. \V.Wilson and Mr.W. Searle 
in gaining 3rd and 4th place among the awards 
at Preston. The Quartette Party were unplaced, 
although many thought they ought to have been 
in the prizes. 
Lancaster S .A. (Captain Perry) are passing 
through a difficult period at present. I am very 
sorry that my young nephew David France has 
had to go to the forces. David was the main stay 
of the cornet section, he is also a fine Christain 
young man, and is sadly missed in all the 
activities of the work of the Corps. He has gone 
into the R.A.F. , and has at once been placed on 
solo cornet in the station band. 
K.O.R.L.R. have had a very busy season, and 
are now playing much better than pre-war. 
The improvement is very noticeable under 
Mr. Page's tuition, and I am very pleased to see 
good intonation with the reeds and the brass, 
which is the result of Mr. Page's careful training. 
I enjoyed the band's playing, as did the crowd 
at the Lancashire v.. Cumberland R.U.  match on 
the lovely Vale of Lune ground. 
I have good news from Carnforth S.A. Mr. 
R. Postlethwaite is bringing the band on very 
nicely. They assisted at the O.i\.P. Service of 
Dedication in the Methodist Church, conducted 
by the C.O. ,  Capt. Dickinson, the band accom­
panied the closing hymn, " Abide With Me. " 
They have also given good services to the 
Rotary Club round the villages, while their 
programme of Carols and Hymns at the Bela 
Camp, Milnthorpc, was enjoyed by all present. 
I am very sorry that Mr. Brownbill has not 
sent me his epistle of the doings of Calder Vale. 
I can't report any news when I don't get it. 
Anyhow no news is good news, I hope. I shall 
always be pleased to report the news of Calder. 
1 understand Mr. Brownbill is still attendino­
thcm, which is all to the good. 
" 
I am very pleased lo have good news from 
Morecambe Born. Mr. Jas. Halliday tells me 
he is conducting the band at present, and he is 
being loyally supported by Mr. Binnie, the 
band secretary, and the whole of the band. 
I am pleased to note there are about six boys 
from the defunct junior band and several 
members of the band are helping in bringing 
them up to scratch. They have now a permanent 
practice room which is very comfortable. They 
look forward to the new year w ith confidence. 
JOHN-0'-GAUNT. 
N O .  1 (LOND ON) CENTRE 
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
BRASS BAND CONDUCTORS 
OF 
On January 22nd wil l  be held the Annual 
General Meeting of No. 1 Area, commencing at 
3 p.m. which will be held irL Alliance Hall, 
Caxton Street, Westminster. Members arc 
urged to make a special effort to be present. 
The hall is within two minutes walk of St. 
James Park Underground Station, and many 
bus services traverse Victoria Slreet, a stones 
throw away. 
At 6 o 'clock Mr. P. B. Catelinet, with the 
aid of Marston ' Valley Brickworks Band, will 
give a lecture/demonstration on " The Brass 
Orchestra of t_h� Future ."  There may be some 
who are sceptical of the subject and its title. 
May we suggest that those people do not 
pre-judge, but come and hear for themselves. 
Admission i s  free to all. 
· The band will also play the four winning 
hymn tunes in the recent competition, and if 
time permits, one or two complimentary items 
will be rendered. If any information is desired, 
write to the Area Secretary, H. GURNEY DOE, 
102 Galloway Road, London, vV.12. 
H.G.D. 
CEN TRAL S C O T LAND 
A Happy :N"ew Year to all who are connected 
with the band movement ; may we all try 
and make the coming year a memorable one, 
and by good playing make the people happy 
and contented . 
The last of this year's championships, for the 
first section bands, took place in the Usher Hall, 
Edinburgh, on December 4th, when seventeen 
bands competed. There was a fairly good 
attendance of the general public, though I have 
seen many more present on previous occasions. 
One of the causes of this was the timing of the 
contest on the bills as 3 -30, whereas it began an 
hour earlier ; why was this ? a fault belonging 
to someone. 
I missed the first two performances but 
others, I know, missed the first four or five 
The playing on the whole was fairly good 
though for some the piece seemed a bit too 
much, and it would have suited them better had 
they played in a lower section. I heard all the 
prize winners and was agreeably surprised 
One felt it would have to be a very good per 
formance to beat the boys from Forfar, as they 
were inspired by their old conductor, Mr. E .  
Clayton, who did so well with them a few years 
ago before he went to New Zealand, and whom 
we all welcome back again. Larkhall were a big 
surprise also. Bonnybridge did a fine piece of  
work by engaging a first class conductor, Mr. 
G. Hespe, and of course this told its own tale. 
Another surprise was the performance of the 
Hawick Band under the veteran conductor 
Mr. J .  Amos. J im has had a good experience in 
both band and orchestra and is under-rated 
by many. I have no doubt some of the better 
known bands would be very disappointed at the 
decision but it is the best answer to the so-called 
" Sham Am<1.teurism. " 
I was very glad to hear that the band from 
Turriff in the north of Scotland had won the 
fourth section after their long journey. Who 
knows but that in the future we may have 
bands coming from the Orkncys and Shetland 
to compete irL these contests. 
One thing seems certain, other bands in 
the North will want to compete at some o 
these contests and there may also be other 
bands formed in the industrial centres when 
the Hydro Electric schemes are completed. 
One good plan for developing this would be for 
a band festival in Aberdeen or Inverness, so why 
not all the bands north of the River Tay, e .g . ,  
Forfar, Brechin, Perth, Dundee, Arbroath, 
Stoneywood, Turriff, Montrose, Elgin and many 
others one hears little about, get together and 
work out a plan for a big Festival during the 
coming summer, and make it a big day for the 
bandsmen of the North ? 
One feels that it would be a great success and 
encouraging for the younger bandsmen to hear 
for themselves what the better bands are doing 
and how they are doirtg it. Thirtk it over you 
bandsmen of the North. 
SANDY McSCOTTIE. 
..... 
SHROPSHIRE N O TES 
Sankey's \Vorks Band played at the opening 
of the new Hadley playing fields on Saturc}ay, 
December 1 1  th, the opening 'ceremony being 
performed by Mrs. Hodgson, wife of the 
managing director. Due to the illness of Capt. 
Francis (bandmaster) ,  the band were conducted 
by the solo euphonium player, Mr. W. Imeson. 
The works Personnel Manager, Mr. Hoare, has 
at last succeeded in obtaining a full band, 
several vacancies having been filled with players 
from local village bands. I assume from this 
that Mr. Hoare has given up his original idea 
of producing a championship class, broadcasting 
and contesting band, and that the band are now 
merely another section of the Sports and Social 
Club. However, even if you cannot reach the 
heights of the past, I hope that you will allow 
your band to attend junior contests, as this 
enables interest to be maintained by the mem­
bers of the band. 
The outstanding event of the brass band 
movement in Shropshire during December was 
the Massed Band Concert at the Town Hall, 
Dawley, on December l Oth. The concert was 
arranged by the committee of Dawley Band to 
raise funds for their new instrument fund. The 
bands taking part were Lilleshall Collieries, 
conducted by Mr. vV. Imeson ; Jackfield Band, 
conducted by Mr. VV. Ellis ; and Dawley Band, 
conducted by Mr. T. Lineton, the guest con­
ductor being Mr. E. Baldwin, who conducted 
three items in the second half. The playing of 
the bands reached a very high standard. 
I hear that there is talk of a Quartette and 
Solo Contest being held in the New Year, for 
Shropshire Bands only. This will be held in 
Dawley Town Hall. It is to be hoped that all 
bands will make an effort to send as many 
entries as possible. Further news in these notes 
next month. 
SALOPIA. 
CUMBERLAND DIS TRIC T 
· I must apologise for the absence of my notes 
last month, due to being absent from home. 
I was sorry I was unable to be present at the 
two day course given by Mr. Eric Ball. From 
information received it was not very well patron­
ized by our local bandsmen, which to me seems 
strange, as these classes don't come often 
enough. It seems most of the younger bandsmen 
got the idea that the course was for conductors 
orily. 
Maryport Albion were to have played at the 
switching on ceremony at the Xmas tree, but 
unfortunately owing to heavy gales the ceremony 
had to be postponed until a later date. 
Most bands around here seem to be having a 
quiet time just now, but I suppose they will be 
practising hard for the Xmas carolling. By the 
time these notes appear all the festivities will be 
over and I hope to hear all bands have a good 
time, the same applies to Editor and his Staff. 
ANDANTE. 
6 WRIGH� & ROUND'S BRASS BAND NEWS. 
1111•••••••••••••••••••'1 1 content to play in a band without desire or And on the other side : 
' 
· · · · expectation of financial ' benefit, it is not Paid to Eed Cross Society, so much. 
A SOUND' INVESTMENT reasonable that such a band should be at the Paid to Hospital Committee, � o  much. 
A cou rse of study for any recogn ised 
Di ploma or Degree pays a ful l  Dividend 
Success is Guaranteed , 
Clearly Defined Courses are 
Offered i n  Al l  S ubjects 
Our Bandmasters' Diploma 
Successes are Outstandin1 
Wrft• ror Free Pr111>•ctus 1-
THE PARR SCH O O L  OF M USIC, 
Welli n1ton Chambers, 
2 Victoria Street, 
Tel. : BLA 4979 Manchester, 3 
TH E AMATEUR SPIRIT 
beck and call of everybody for nothing. A band That is correct and legitimate ; at the same time 
is quite right in exacting a fee from people who it is making sure that the public grasp the facts. 
have no special claim on the band's services, or As to frankness we <;an assure bands · that 
to ask remuneration to meet out-of-pocket and rightly or wrongly, the public view with suspicio� 
band expenses. It is not the money : a player a sum which simply states " paid to bandsmen " 
receives for an engagement that does harm, but or items which are followed by a vague affix 
the desire to profit from the banq's work. " .&c."  Often the &c. is added thoughtlessly, and Many a player cannot afford to attend an without need. In some cases it is used to cover 
engagement without being reimbursed wages up items of doubtful legitimacy. In any case, 
lost or expenses incurred by attending it, and the public look with a suspicio s eye upon it. 
that should not be expected from anyone. It is Some balance sheets do "jJot bear out the 
not easy to steer the safe course, but to keep on ass�mption that the band is :fi.rstv and mainly a 
safe ground is worth a lot of consideration. Far society for the study and practice of music. How 
better for the band to decline an engagement can that assumption be mainta,ined by an item 
than to permit any member to exact condition " Music, "£ 1 / 1 0/-, " in an account running into 
which are unreasonable, and unfair to other hundreds of pounds ? We have seen salaries and 
members. fees totalling £ 1 20 in the same column as 
An amateur band has safety only in " Music, £ 1 /1 0/-. "  We need not comment further 
amateurism, and if bands set themselves to than to say that there are sure to be some 
cultivate in their members a spirit of true who will analyse such expenditure-and not to 
amateurism there is no reason why they should the advantage of the band. Others, we should 
not always remain a happy and prosperous band. say, show a different aspect ; one account now 
Let them guard against any deviation from the before us shows " ,Music, £ 1 1 / 1 3/6." The same 
path of amateurism. Professionalism in' an account s�ows an item of bandsmen's out-of­
What is an amateur ? One who studies and amateur band always starts on a smajl scale. pocket expenses and travelling expenses, £56. 
practises an art for love of it alone, and not for Whenever or wherever any member of an That is straight and plain ; a thoughtless 
gain. amateur band claims special privilege or con- " &c." needlessly added would spoil the effect 
"\Vhat is a profession':! ? One who studi_es and sideration then is the time to deal with the of it altogether. 
practises an art for gam. He may love it, but danaer for that is the beginning of it. The 'I get-up " of these reports are as diversi-
still he is not all: amate�r. :> 
• R�le� are very well, so far as they can go, but fied as the contents. Some are merely duplicated What is a semi-�rofess10nal · yve fail to see I in a voluntary association the strength of rules by some process ; evidently they are not 
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COBNET'' BAND JOUBNA:L 
for 1955 NO W ON SALE 
G rand Selection " From the New 
World " Symphony Dvorak 
Tone Poe m . . .  " A janta " . . .  HaFJs Uljee . . •  
Tone Poem . . .  " Midsummer Eve " Drake Rimmer 
Overture .. . " Patience " . . . Sullivan 
Trombone Trio " Three Grenadiers " Alfred Ashpole 
March of the Peers (Iolanthe) Sullivan 
Fantasia " Favourite 
:'/6 
'i/6 
8/6 
8/6 
7/6 
6/6 
Extras 
6d. 
6d. 
6d. 
6d. 
6d. 
6d. 
Melodies " W. Raymond 5/6 4d. 
Overtu re " Golden Star " }. A. Greenwood 5/6 4d. 
Gavotte " Celebre " . . .  Gossec 4/- 3d. 
Contest March " Formidable " Drake Rimmer 4/- 3d. 
Quick M.arch " The Buchaneer " ]. Foulds 4/- 3d. 
I rish March . . .  " Emerald Isle " . . .  Francis Elliott 4/- 3d. 
Ten splendid New Pieces and Two Popu lar Reprints to the value of £3 1 7s. Od. 
which we offer by s u bscription on the fol lowi ng terms : 
Any 20 parts £2 ls. Od. Extras 2/ each 
Ful l  Scores of the First 3 Numbers 7 /6 each 
Musical Album for 1 955 (No. 29) Price 2/2 post free 
PUBLISHERS 
F. RICHARDSON . LTD. 
SIBSEY BOSTO N 
Tel. : S ibsey 238 
e'CORNET" OFFICE 
L IN COL,N S H I RE 
I ' any such �erson: Eitl�er love or _ga1_n _must be the is only in willing observation of them. The circulated largely. Others are printed in various 
chief consideration with every md1v1dual. It i s restraining power must be in the players, and ways, some evidently considering cheapness 
eas.y .to prove his �on.-ex1stence. Put anyone that is why we urge bands to cultivate the rather than effectiveness. Some are got up cla1mmg: such a description to .the test. Remove amateur spirit and to instil into their members a splendidly, and, whilst we do not advocate Character will evolve a good tempo, whereas 1 the.poss1b1hty of gam-if he still sticks t,a the art feeling of pride in their amateur status .  It can extravagance, we certainly .think that a report tempo of itself has b1ft little character. he is an amateur ; if he does. not, he is a pro- be done-it is being done-and where that is so well printed on good paper is a sound investment. The effect of imagination is strikingly illus­fess10nal. , . banding is a j oy and a pleasure, and soaial It pays to show the public that the band consider trated in the case of the well-known Dead March 
E C CLES NOTES 
.The degree m exten� of _
a pcrso_n s gams are no  intercourse is undisturbed by mercenary dis- themselves of some importance. in " Saul." We have heard this many times, but cntenon. _ If gam_ dommates'. h� is out to get all affection. We strongly urge every band to consider the never have we felt the solemnity and the pathos he can ; If the �ai_n be little, it is so only because value of a well-state.a report, and a straight- of it so deeply as when hearing or playing it in he cannot make . 1t more . . forward and mformative balance-sheet, with the the oratorio. The reason is that the imagination Th�re IS no stigi:na attachmg to the term or ANNUAL R EPORTS importance of printing them tastily, and of is quickened, and the Dead March becomes, not s�andm
_
g .of profess10nal ; to practise art yrofe�- AND distributing them widely. an abstract grief, but a culminating episode in s10nally 1s an holl:ourable vocat10n. D1s_cred1t BALANCE SH EETS one of the most tragic of stories. To feel fully falls on a p7ofess1onal only when he tnes to the solemnity of this well-known piece one needs pro�t by posi.ng as an amateur. . MUSIC AND IMAGI I to follow up the story of Saul's defeat and suicide, :-Jo profess10nal P.oses as_ an amateur moo- NAT 0 N and see the " valiant men " who went out to 
CC1,1tly, smce there is noi.lung cJ.1scred1table m We are just passing through the annual recover his stripped and beheaded body, bearing bemg a profess10nal. . When anyone seeks. to 
meeting season. About this time cif the year a it sorrowfully from the battlefield. A conductor appear t_o . be what he is not he is a fit subject 
large number of annual reports and balance The most comprehensive definition of music is with imagination would deal with such a scene 
f sheets reach us-they come thick in January and or susp1c10n. . that which describes it as " the universal lan- in very few words, but so graphically as to make We deem the profcss10n an honourable one, February in each year. They are not intended guage," and it is expression of all the thoughts, every player see it re-enacted before his eyes. 
and the professional worthy .of all respect. So 
for publication-their interest is mostly local experiences, and emotions of mankind through The ability to do that is not a gift which comes 
much so, that we see no Objection to amateur only-and if we gave space to them we should the medium of this universal language which to a man without effort on his part. It is 
bands engaa1ng profess10nal assistance open! have room for nothing else. But the bands only forms the greatest portion of a bandmaster's · d b t" l t. h . · · t · "" 
· ' . Y· send them for our perusal, because they know acqmre Y s imu a mg IS own 1magma 10n, But we thmk that the worst thmg wh1c� can tasks. The technical training of a band is a and by studiously treating the scenes of his fancy 
happen to the amateunsm of a band IS to we are interested in their doings, and they like means to that end, but unless the end be kept in as 1f they were realities. He makes them realities 
mit members t 'ndulge in of · 1 to show us that they conduct banding on view the music will not be rendered as a11 t h' If d t th t h. · 1 per 0 1 pr esswna business lines. Sometimes one contains a new 0 imse an por Tays em so 0 IS pupi s. practices whilst posing as amateurs. idea, or an old idea dressed afresh in a striking universal language, appealing with a definite This faculty to " make-believe " is essential to a We have seen that canker enter into many a manner, and these are the ones which we often message to every hearer. musical performer. If he cannot see visions, if band, and · spread until the band was destroyed To gain a conception of the thoughts, words, he cannot become for the moment an embodi-
as an amateur organisatfon, and unable to exist would . like to reproduce if space permitted. and feelings embodied in the music a lively ment of his music, he will not speak with the 
as a professional one. The reports are very diversified in matter. imagination should be cultivated. The band- convincing accents of a person who has really Some are very complete and interestin£ in their 1 · Scores of bands which once had considerable � master shou d seek to discover in the music some something to say, but one who is uttering sounds account of the band's work during the year d fi · Th 1 fame have dropped into oblivion because they d d Th h ft th b d h t e mte character. e sha lowest definition of without meaning to himself or his audience. got into such a position that they could not move recor e · ey say ow 0 en c an as me music we have met is that which defines it as " a 
without incurring expenses which they could not for rehearsal, and state the average attendance. concord of sweet sounds ." There is much more 
f . . . . They say how many engagements have been th h · · h '  h l bear. The road o contestmg 1s thick with the f ltill d h. 1 t t. . 1 t th b d' an t at m any music w 1c ta ms a strong and bones of such bands. 1 u �-. e ' w ic 1 are a es imoma 0 e an s lasting hold of us, be it grave and great or light 
The only thing that can maintain an I effici.ency. They .carefully . enumeJated 
a
b
ll �he and frivolous. We must not forget that if music 
" amateur " band which adopts professional cha_ntable and pa�notic services r�n er� ' asm1 be the " universal language " its appeal and its 
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practices is a sufficiency of money, and that is the thcb
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t message must also be universal ; it is not th. ] · h t b ' h t t pu ic 0 no -now a a e an oes wi ou fi d t th 
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Eccles Boro' are still keeping busy, they sent 
two quartette parties to the Manchester Asso­
ciation Contest, and were awarded l st prize 
to a party of four basses. I was always a believer 
in quartette playing for making good players. 
I have some interesting news from the Booths­
town British Legion Band. They have just held 
their A.G.M. and everything points to a most 
prosperous future. Mr. E. \Vatson has resigned 
his position of bq.ndmaster and Mr. Samuel 
Evans (late �o cornet of Tyldesley Band) was 
appointed to fill the vacancy. They are holding 
classes for learners, and these ciasses are taken 
alternately by the bandmaster and the secretary. 
These classes are held on Thursday evenings, 
and any boy so interested will be 1Dade welcome ; 
this is the only way of building a band under 
to-day's circumstances. 
I am now hoping to hear news of progress. 
from Boothstown. The following appointments 
were made : President, Captain Thomas 
Andrews ; Bandmaster, Mr. Samuel Evans ; 
Secretary, Mr. Tom Thexton, 1 1 0 Manchester 
Road, Walkden ; Treasurer, Mr. G. Hampson ; 
Chairman, W. Bowker; Vice-President7, ::\1essrs. Langshaw, Hayes, Berry and Mather. I under­
stand that they are placing a regular order for 
the " B.B.N." This will create interest, especially 
if the secretary keeps me informed of their 
doings ; a letter C lo. The Editor, will be much 
appreciated by 
ECCLES CAKE. 
lSra�s J3anb <!ontests one ing w uc mos anas ave no go . d d th . t d th t th 1 11 1 d con ne o e express10n o oug s w 1c re or oroug recen y ie 1eir ·"'-· · -" A b d 1 th h t rewar an ey in en a ey s ia cnow, an 1 1 t I t' f d 11 tl ffi · 1 l d nlateur an s, as we cnow e1n, ave o h t th b d h 11 b . t d 1 bl appea on y o one c ass or one sec 10n o man- an a 1e o cia s were re-c ectc to serve a -· �=�==�=========="----""-. b h 1 t 'b . d t a e an s a e apprecia e as a va ua e k" d It I th 't th I t t l . f h f ffi Tl . 9 raise money y t e persona con n utions an bl' . t't t· Tl b d th t 1 m . c o  es i s oug 1 s no on y m sym- urt er term o o ce. 1eir l 54 season was a the efforts of the members, assisted perhaps by pu dictins i u wn. d lose ahn sld ta kare a wtahyts phonies, etc. ; very often its message is found great success, with engagements every week-end . 1 . f . d p bl" b . t' rea y o serve a goo cause s ou a e care a 1 t · th · 1 t D t k th t f t h" h d f h 1 .d some music- OV1ng nen s. u 1c su scnp ions, d k d . b ht t th t' f tl e oquen m e s1mp es song. o no ma e e eJ\cep or wo w 1c were reserve or o i ays, concerts, bazaars, and all the other ways and goo wor one is roug 0 . e no ice 0 iose mistake of thinking that only big works afford and they have several repeat bookings for l!l55, 
means for raising funds entail a large amount of to whom they look for support. 1 scope for imagination. proving that they are giving satisfaction. A new work, and our experience is that only men who ?n1
the 0��r hand, fome r�ho�t�, ��e abtog�t�er Assuming that a piece of music impresses one uniform has just been purchased and the Treas-are real amateurs will do this work. pomt ess. ey mere Y say a le an as as being of, say, a martial character, then an urer's report shows that they are in a very sound 
\,Vhen there are bandsmen who cease to take had a good .Year, and h:� al�
vays 
t
�een read
{t 
to expression of one's impressions will be helped financial position. One of their cornet players 
interest in the ordinary activities of the band and �elp des�vmg caus��' ere o�e ie �0.mJ!11 ee immensely by imagination visualising a scene . has been called to H.M. Forces and the Secre­
have no interest in their music, apart from re- i
ope }0 av� a con muance 0 your an sup- The player who fits the music to · a vision of tary, Mr. R. H. Mitton, 1 4  Era Street, Sale, 
muneration for playing it, then the inevitable Pfrt. 
That�.s �bout :he total purr,ort of dozens martial character, who sees the soldiers swin.g Manchester, would b� please� to hear from any­
result is that the number of workers decreases, 0 reports w re reac us, ai;i as \ e . mow 
�ome along to the battle front, w111 speak to his one :w1shmg to fill this position. 
and the other members become not only unequal of these bands h<i;ve been qmte as -
�ctive <;tS some audience in a language they cannot misunder- Newton Heath vV.M.C. & I .  have now ap­
to the work, but also dissatisfied with the system of the trst-�e�ti�ned �-ass w� ��s� t�i��1fe�s stand or fail to appreher;?· · It will be for them poin�ed Mr. _G. Marsden as Musical Director, a which casts all the labour upon a few for the upodn J eJ!1 � i is a �g �i� a 0 d h�e � someth�1;1g .mo7e than a concord of sweet position which became vacant when Mr. J .  financial benefit o f  the others. goo ee s_ un . er a c<;>up e 0 ozcn wor s w ic sounds gomg m at one ear and out at the other ; Butler returned to lus first love, the S .A. Mr. 
Bands will do wisely to look f<:r ahead, and t_o mean notlung m part�cula�. ;:'e k�obw �h�hcaus� it will sink deeply into their minds and hearts- Marsden is well known locally> having filled the consider well _before embarkmg on a . semi- �f thes� m�agre rcpo t� t' :h �v� . �e k ere. f they will feel they have had somethmg told po�1�10n of. bandmaster w.1th the Oldham professional policy, where and how far it will hose . an s assume a. �ir nen s now 0 to them. Bntish Leg10n band, and :\ ewton :;\reath are 
lead, and whether the band can bear the burden a�! their good work, �nd �at it ;'0u�d tbe a waste It is related that Handel said that when he hoping to compete in a few contests in the near it is sure to entail. If their financial strength 0 money to .set mi an prm w _a everyone wrote the "Hallelujah Chorus" in the "Messiah" future under his baton. 
cannot do that, then the first step out of the knows . . That � 
a
l 
mi�ta�e .  !The. p�bhc have sf�r� " l saw Hea�en opene,� before me, and .the great \i\findsor Band held their A.G.:M. in the band­
amateur path is a dangerous one. memories, an t ie es P an is 0 assume a God upon His throne. Whether he said that or room recently and here agam, all officers were 
We see no objection to an amateur band the public do not �mow, and take care that they not, it illustrates the force of imagination. The re-elected . Their ladies' committee and many of 
engaging a professional. In that case .he is not a 
shall know. The oand played at the local car- pe�forrr.ers whose imaginations can picture such the band did a11other good job of work, typical 
member of the band and his position 1s perfectly mval, an� the comm�ttee ;iet:ed �;uce s�m 1or a scene will give the most exalted rend1t10n, and of. all their , efforts, m helpmg the Manchester 
clear to every member. \Ve always advocate the Reg �os� or � er �ran i{· Id �s ��d tl u� will appeal the most strongly to their hearers. District of the N.'N.A.B.B.  Association in run­profcssional tuition, so far as a band can pay for to the an t at t e pu_ IC s ou e 0 ia The bandmaster having bimseU conceived ning . a Slow Melody and Quartette Contest at it ; they will find it a good investment. But we the band on .that occasion helped t.he fm:d b_y some �urpose m the 1�us1c, and .havmg c.oniured the. Institute on Saturday, .December 1 1  th . 
also warn bands against falling into the con- playi�g gratmtously .and so on. It is .a mistake up a picture or scene m connect10n with 1t, must This contest was not well attended by the 
dition that they can neither go to a concert, or an to thmk tha� the publif
c kno; 
t�.se thif,g�, 0[ t� carry the id.ea further by awakenin!? the imagi- genera.I public a.lthough there was . a very good 
engagement, or a contest, without the profes- let t;;e pu�,li? be umn orme · 
ive a is 0 a nation of his players. If the music has been entry m all se.ctions but I don't thmk the Man­
sional, whether they have the money to pay the free JOf
bs you
! 
hav:e j
1a�e! for b�·d f�1� wntten to a defimte subject, such as operatic chester committee will be warned about this so 
him or not. to take away rom tie mm s 0 e pu IC a music, he should tell his men the story connected long as they are provided with events of interest 
The ideal band, the one which gives most bandsmen only play •vhen they are 
paid. with it and explain the situation to which the to ftheir member bands and bandsmen. The 
happiness to it� members, the one which will THE BALANCE SHEET 
composer wrote it. _This is where the amateur winners were, Jun!or Solo-lst, A . Barratt of 
flourish perpetually, is the one in which every bandmaster often falls .  He knows all about it. Burnage and D1stnct ; _2nd, Miss M. W1ddall of 
member is a true amateur, a member of the band Along with the report goes the balance sheet, He has studied the opera, and knows the scene Chadderton and District ; 3rd, T. Holden of 
only and solely for the love of music. Where and there is a considerable difference in the way or the emotions depicted by every movement in Boarshurst . . '
. ' Open Solo "-l st, A. Fletcher of 
there is such a band it will be well for the mem- these are displayed, as regards completeness, the select10n, but he 1s shy of talkmg. He 1s too Clayton Amlme vVorks ; 2nd, R. Bromley of 
bcrs to guard the secret of its success j ealously. frankness, and general effect. Again we find sensitive ; he fears that it will be thought he is Dobcross ; 3rd, R. \Valker of Stalybridge. 
If ever they need or desire professional helpers some which do not make enough of the band's showing off if he. becomes very realistic.. The Quartette-l sl, Eccles Borough No. 2 party ; 
they should treat these on a purely business charitable work. They merely make a small foot- successful professwnal makes no su.ch mistake. 2nd, Dobcross ; 3rd, Eccles Borough :No. 1 
footing. Define clearly what they are engaged note of the fact that the band collected so-and-so I�e . knows the importance of makmg a scene party. . . . 
MANCHESTER 
The 3rd Annual Contest promoted by the 
:-J".W.A.B.B.A. will be held on Sunday, 6th 
February, 1 955 in the canteen of the Clayton 
Aniline Co. Ltd. ,  in four sections. Class D 
testpiece, " The Chieftain " (W. & R . ) ,  only 
for bands who are members of the Manchester 
District of the North '\:Vestern Area Brass 
Bands Association . 
Entries must be forwarded to Contest Sccrn­
tary, Mr. F. H. LINDSAY, 74 Pickering Street. 
Manchester, 9, by Sth January, 1 955.  
LEICESTER 
The Leicester Brass Band Festival will be 
held on Easter Monday. Four Sections. Fourth 
Section testpiece : " The Joy of Youth " 
(W. & R. ) .  Prize money in Championship· 
Section increased to £75 ; £45 ; £30 ; £ 1 5. 
Other sections as in previous years. Schedules. 
ready this month. 
Secretary, Mr. C. A. A:NDERSON, 48 Lough­
borough Road, Leicester. 
H OLM FIRTH 
. Holme Valley Contest Committee will hold 
their 29th .\.nnual Brass Band Contest on Sat­
urday, 1 4th May, in Victoria Park, Holmfirth 
(if wet, in Civic Hall ) .  Test-piece, " Rigoletto " 
(W. & R. ) .  First prize, £20 and Silver Cup ; 
2nd, £ 1 5  and Shield ; 3rd, £ 1 0 ; 4th, £6 ; 5th, 
£4. March, Own Choice : First prize, £3 ; 2nd, 
£2. Adjudicaior, Mr. John Faulds, 1-I.B .E. ,  of 
Kirkcaldy. 
Secretary, Mr. \V. i\IELLOR, 5 Fieldhouse, 
Cinderhills, Holmfirth, Yorks. 
BUGLE, Cornwall for, and make it understood that when the work for certain charities. Another and smarter band v1v1d to the players ; he knows that unless the Burnage and D1stnct have had qmtc a success­is done and paid for the engagement has ceased. gives it prominence by including it in the debit same idea is impressed upon all of them they ful year and it was revealed at their A.G.M. that, 
We do not think that the acceptance of paid and credit : will not unite in giving .a vivid rendering. He despite having to replace a few instruments, .they THE PREl\'lIER CONTEST OF THE \VEST' 
engagements by a band affects its amateur Collected for Red Cross, so much. often saves words by usmg suggestive gestures. still have qmte a satisfactory bank balance. All 
status. Though a number of men may be Collected at Hospital Fete, so much . He has studied how to create an atmosphere or officers were returned to office and Mr. Fred 
depict a scene in the quickest way. Are they Rhodes again accepted the position of con­
rehearsing " 'fannhauser " ? Then rapidly he ductor. Mr. Rhodes has been doing trojan work 
The Uniform Clothing 
and Equipment Co. Ltd. 
Wish to thank all friends for 
their custom during pdst years 
and wish them a very 
Prosperous Xw Year 
During which a continuance of 
" U N I Q U I P " Service and Satisfaction 
are assured 
1 0- 1 1  CLERKENWELL GREEN, LONDON E.C. I 
Grams : Uniquip, London, E.C.I. Phone : CLErkenwel l  555 1 -2-3 
I 
sketches to them the march of the pilgrims, here with the youngsters of the band and some 
their deep sense of their sins, their earnest of the results were shown in the a>rnrds for the 
contrition, their hopes and their fears ; and the Primary Grade of the B.B.C.M. examinations 
music assumes a realistic aspect to the players- when Adrian Barratt had two passes with 
their rendering of it becomes at once earnest honours and the Dyson award for obtaining the 
and devout. highest marks in the country ; Ian Hammond 
Are they playing the Tournament music ? In pass with houours in theory and pass with 
a few words :p.e pictures the assembling of the merit, practical ; and John Lewis two passes. 
knights and ladies ; the gorgeous costumes, the Congratulations boys, and you too Fred, keep 
t courtly ceremonial of their reception ; the up the good work. . . . 
trumpeters and pages announcing the arrivals- Gravel Lane Methodist Silver are havmg good 
and at once he gets a brilliant and stately rehearsals under Mr. Johnson and recently gave 
rendering. It is the quickest and the only way their anll:ual con_cert in the School to a very 
to get a live and correct response to his ideas. apprec1at1ve audience. Mr. Smith would wel-
In abstract music-that is, music not asso- come a good cornet player and a euphomum 
ciated directly with specifio scenes ot words-he any Wednesday or Friday evcnin!? at their 
will often invent a scene in harmony with the rehearsal room near Salford Bus Station. 
mood of the music, and thereby impress on the The Annual Brass Band Contest of the Man-
playcrs an idea for interpretation. chester District of the N.W.A.B.B. Association 
If only playing a dance, the band will play it will be held on Sunday, 6�h February, m the 
all the better if they conjure up a vision of the Canteen of the Clay�on Amlu�e Co. Ltd. ,  Man­
scene, and enter into the spirit of the dancers. chester, 1 1 , and · will compnse four sections. 
We have often been asked the tempo appro- Three of the Area finals test-pieces will be used 
priate to this or that dance, but we do not find plus one of W. & R. (The " Chieftain " )  and 
anyone asking what was the character of a band secretaries are reminded to see that all 
cJ.ance. " Vl'hat speed should we play a bolero " transfers are negotiated in good time and bands­
is worth enquiring. But perhlPs more effective men's registrations card sent to the National 
playing would ensue from leaili.1ng the character Registry for the 1 955 franking as soon as 
of a bolero, and of the peµfale who dance it. possible. ASSOCIATION. 
The 3 lst Band Festival will be held at Bugle,. 
on June 1 8th, H l55. Open Championship 
award : " The Royal Trophy." Other magnifi­
cent trophies, and special awarcJ.s. Cash prizes 
£225. Class A : Open Championship. Testpieces, 
Grand Selection ; and Chorus, " And the Glory 
of the Lord " (W. & R . )  Class B :  Open, 
selection " Rigoletto " (\V. & R. )  and Chorus. 
Class C :  l\Iarch, " Salute the Brave " (W. & R. ) .  
Adjudicator, Mr. W. A .  Scholes, L.G.S.?.L,  
B.B.C.M. Deportment, Class · Judge, Capt. 
E. Vercoe, O.B.E. ' 
Schedules from the Hon . Promoter, 
F. J .  P. RICHARDS, 2 SL Mary's Road 
Newquay, Cornwall . '""! 
CREW �· . r.;c 
·:Y 
:\fr. 
(W), 
Fifth Annual Brass Bai d festival in Henhayes. Field, Crewkerne (Som. ) ,  25th June, 1955. 
Three Sections, also Depot 1ent on l\hrch. 
Valuable silver trophies and 1.. • b., prizes. 
V. C. SHEPHERD, Hon. Sec. ,  . .  ·�'tlmo," 
Broadshard, Crewkerne, Somerset. 
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